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Attached, for your information, is a summary of a meeting between Annette 
Hochstein and David Arnow which took place in early February. 
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TOWARDS 'I'HI: ':i:';.fI RD COMMISS~ON MEETING 

INTERVl f.:i-; OF COMNISSIOt-:E.R 

COMMISSIONER N.AME: DAVID ARNOW 

INTERVIEWER: 

DATE : 

PLACE: 

Summary: 

ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

2.2 .89 

MR. ARNOW'S OFFICE IN MANHAT'tAN' 

This was a content-oriented meeting which lasted close to two 

hours. D.A. expressed his views and thoughts on the 

educat~on/continuity issues and his misgivings about the way the 

topic· ie being addr~SS$~ in conventional (establi&hrnent) Jewish 

circles. We clarified how the work of the Commission '\.:ould be 

different: the Conunission will address that which is currently 

ineffective in education; its goal is to take an honest look at 

the current situation, and make suggestions for across-the-boa~d 

changes, in terms that would. make sense to young Alnerican Jews at 

the end of the millennium. 

This interview was important because I believe D.A. represented 

eloquently some views of American Jews of his generation. 

We discussed the work of ths Commission itself, and the notion of 

demonstration centers ("model communities" in this conversation). 
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u.l· .. e xpress:ed great jntcre$ t. anc even ant:husiasrn f o r t b:: id<::o. 

In sum, it was a rich ::ind u s e f ul me oti ng wit:h a cor:u.i issio ner \.:.ho 

could potentially bo active l y 1:wolved if we wo rk e1.t. ~ng:-.ging 

The Interview; 

The meeting began with a reference to David's contribution to the 

second meeting of the commission: his questions about the 

relationship between Jewish continuity and Jewish education which 

this Commission takes as an underlying assumption. He pointed to 

the fact that this concern a lone seems remote from the content 

issues that trouble him. 

A few of the points noted: 

* Knowledge is not a panacea 7 Jewishly knowledgsable pQople 

have left Judaism in the past. 

* What is it that drives peo'.t)le away trom Je'(l;'ishness? Is it 

something inherent? 

* What can education do for this? 

* Education as a trans:nitter of social values is the least 

exciting part ot it tor h im. 

* The problems of the equation of Jewish education with 

religious education. 

(He mentioned h6ving read schiff's book that was sent to all 

commissioners. He exprassa.d his own allegiance to pluralism 

and his concern that Jewish education, in thG Commission, 

might not be expressed in plurslistic terms.) 
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* Learning for learning's sa~e is what ~t tracts him perconal!y 

i r. Je~ish education. 

* The noxiousness of the view of thG 8Vil world versus t he good 

Jews (for pluralism, openeness). 

on the work of the commission: 
The notion ot a demonstration cel'lter's work {in his term, "model 

community") was explored at length. O.A. coined this: "to bring 

the ideal down to the real." 

o. A. raised the issue or how to bring change i nto an existing 

system that has vested interests in the way the situation is. He 

expressed skepticism: how do you sell your ideals to people w~o 

have been doing t h e less-tha n-ideal thro~ghout, and who are 

stakeholders in existing situations? How do you intervene in 

existing situations? 

D.A. raised the issue cf replication. The leadership has t o 

market the models to the rest o f the ~omrnunity . D. A. said , that 

s ome commissioners may be suited f er thi s 11 1:1arketing" j ob, but 

t hat not all are. He poi nted out the need t or a gradual proce~s 

of r eplication and marketing . 

The conversation then dealt with aspects ot suburban Jewish 

families today. Using Scardale as an example, o. A. pointed out 

how very apathetic his own peers would be - and ars - to any 

r.o~ion of being actively invol ved in Jewish educati on o r in any 

f c ~~ or act ive Jewish li f~ . A rather draraatic process wou l d havo 

. - :- : - -~ :: -~.: C . .) . ! 
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t0 be undertaken in ord~r fer his pe'3rs to take any of th :ls 

seriously, "They'1·e very closC;:d. They don:t com€: to meetings. 

They 2.:re hard to reach. 11 He described the insignificant Jewish 

life in Scarsdale among his peers. "They are reminded they ar8 

Jews when it is UJA time e.nc! that's about it. 11 

We spoke again about Hebrew as a programmatic option. D.A. 

described how his own understanding of IsraGl is being ch~nged by 

vi_rtue ot. studying everyday spoken Hebrew, as this allows 

improved communication with and understanding ot IsraGl. 

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if things Jewish tasted mor4 

comtortable: if parents were interested in this whole business, 

if the outcome of the work of the Commission would lead to a 

situation WhQre Jews did not regard "continuity or not" as the 

main question, :but that the content ot Judaism is the m?!.in 

concern? 'l'oday we have to deal with both." 

O.A. will be pleased to be actively involved. He would try to 

come a small group meeting if invited. 
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MEMO TO: Planning Group 
Commission on Jewish Education in North America 

FROM: Virginia F. Levi 

DATE: May 4 , 1989 

Attached , for your information, is a summary of a meeting between Art 
Rotman and Dan Shapiro on April 27 and a summary of a meeting between 
Henry L. Zucker and John Colman on May 3. 

Distribution: Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Morton L. Mandel 
Arthur J. Naparstek 
Joseph Reimer 
Herman D. Stein 
Henry L. Zucker 
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Arthur J. Naparstek 
TO: Yirg i n i a F Levi 

NAMC 

O(PAATMCNT~NT LOCAT ION 

SUBJECT: 

~~r 

DAT E: 5/4/89 

REP LYING TO 
YOUR MEMO O F: ___ _ 

I met with John Colman on May 3Ato r eview the progress of the Commission and 
some of our thoughts about the June 14 agenda. 

He is well impressed with the developments in the Commission. He believes the 
IJE concept is sound and should be discussed by the Commission on June 14. He 
believes that the functions of the IJE have to be very carefully thought out. 
It should be assigned issues carrying over from the Commission's work when the 
report is issued. 

The IJE should be the conscience of American Jewry in the Jewish education 
field. For example, it should make a periodic report on the state of Jewish 
education in North America. It should have a high powered research function to 
evaluate programs. It should be able to offer authoritative information to 
American Jewish leadership on Jewish education proposals and undertakings. 

The Commission should take care that the IJE not turn into a second JESNA. 
Perhaps it should have a time-limited function during which JESNA is built up 
to its appropriate leadership position in the field of Jewish education. 

Colman suggests that important papers issued by the Commission should be 
circulated in advance of meetings when they will be discussed. We should 
invite feedback from Commission members and this can be taken into account when 
the subject is presented at the Commission meeting. This process is important, 
particularly since there appears to be too long a period of t ime between 
contacts between the Commission's leadership and the members of the Commission. 

Colman believes it ~s a good idea to determine now what will be the meeting 
dates of all the remaining meetings of the Commission. He suggests the 
possibility that the last meeting, which would be for the purpose of drafting a 
report, should be a two-day meeting. The draft report could be converted into 
the Commission's final report with the benefit of input of the Commission 
members. 

Colman plans to attend the June 14th meeting and has put on his calendar the 
October 4th meeting. 

72752 (8/81) PRI N TED IN U.S.A. 
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COMMISSION ON JEWISH EOUCA T/ON IN NORTH AMERICA 

Interview with Commissioner Dan Shapiro 

Date of Interview: April 27, 1989 
Location: Dan Shapiro's office 
Interviewer: Art Rotman Duration: 1 hour 

General observations: While not familiar with the field, Dan is very committed 
to the importance of ensuring Jewish continuity, and accepts fully the premise 
that a well-educated Jewish community will ensure such Jewish continuity. Dan 
is a good listener, and expresses himself clearly and succinctly. Because of 
this, the interview covered material which ordinarily would have taken much 
longer. 

Re: June 14, 1989 meeting: OS will be at the meeting. 

OS was not at the last meeting. The early part of the interview was spent in 
reviewing the decisions of that meeting. OS understands and accepts the 
distinction between the enabling and programmatic options. He also accepts 
the priority of dealing primarily with the enabling options. 

OS has been past president of Federation in New York City. He is familiar with 
tile work of the Gruss Fund which has considerable resources. The Fund has, 
according to OS, done significant work in raising the salaries and benefits of 
teaching staff in the New York City area, primarily in day schools and, to a 
lesser extent, in s·econdary schools. OS recognizes that efforts in this area are 
helpful, but that they are not sufficient to achieve the goal of the commission in 
ensuring Jewish continuity. OS raised the question as to the "time frame" of the 
work of the commission. He feels that since one cannot foresee easily a span of 
more than about five years, the commission should work within a targeted 
time frame of 3-5 years. 

AR described the work of the commission set up by the Federation in Cleveland. 
OS is not unfamiliar with the communal scene in Cleveland, as he is originally 
from that city and visits there frequently. At several points in the interview, OS 
made reference to translating the type of approach taken by the commission in 
Cleveland to the New York City situation. DS finds that the fund for Jewish 
education in New York City is "narrow-based." It has not successfully involved 
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community lay leadership. We spent some time discussing the possibility of 
setting up some instrumentality (the IJE) in New York City. OS stressed that he 
could only see it effective if it involved all the major players, including the Gruss 
Fund, the Federation top leadership, synagogues, day schools. Ys, etc. 

Properly done and with a sound process of involving all concerned and 
particularly with the "bait" of additional Foundation funding, OS felt that much 
could be done. He suggested that IJE be established in one of the geographic 
areas, for example, Long Island, and once success has been demonstrated 
there, move on to other areas in the City until the entire New York area is 
covered. 

OS feels strongly that work on the community option is the highest priority. Not 
only would the other options "not work." but even the "personnel piece" would 
not be effective unless the top community leadership became involved. In 
order to get the participation of this leadership, there would have to be a high• 
profile and dramatic start to the work of the IJE. 

In discussing the community option, OS cautioned that we not pay too much 
attention to "lip service." It has been his experience that there is much talk 
about Jewish continuity and Jewish education, but that these are not 
necessarily accepted as "fundamental principles." 

After a discussion of some time, OS, at the end of the interview, indicated that 
he was still ~fuzzy" on how we might grapple with the personnel issue. He 
understands that work needs to be done in raising salaries, benefits, and 
providing training experience. He also knows, as in any other enterprise, that 
the senior personnel determine the course of events. However, he is not sure 
that these efforts will in and of themselves create the body of well·motivated, 
well-educated and effective personnel which are needed. 

OS pointed out that the IJE concept would only work if financing could be 
obtained from a "joint venture" of several foundations. In the light of New York's 
tack of success in the UJA Campaign, he was not sanguine that the community 
apparatus could come up with any funds for the purpose. 

Summary: OS looks forward to the June 14 meeting, and hopes that the 
foundations represented on the commission will become involved in a 
significant way. as their participation is crucial. 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Morton L. Mandel, 
Arthur J. Naparstek , Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, 
Herman D. Stein, Jonathan Woocher, Henry L. Zucker 

Virginia F. Levi 

May 10, 1989 

Attached, for your information, are reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Arthur Naparstek, Seymour Fox and Jonathan 
Woocher. 

1. Ronald Appleby 
2. Mandell L. Berman 
3 . David Dubin 
4. Alfred Gottschalk 
5. Irving Greenberg 
6. David Hirschhorn 
7. Sara Lee 
8. Seymour Martin Lipset 
9. Haskel Lookstein 

10. Matthew Maryles 
11. Harriet Rosenthal 
12. Alvin Schiff 
13. Lionel Schipper 
14 . Peggy Tishman 



INTERVIEW WITH 
RONALD APPLEBY 

ARTHUR J . NAPARSTEK 
MAY 1, 1989 

I began the interview with a review of where we were at the end of the 
December 13th meeting and asked Ron if he agreed that the Commission came 
to a consensus on the personnel and community options as enabling and 
preconditions in relationship to the programmatic options. Ron indicated 
he was in agreement with that. 

I then asked Ron if he was clear on the mission of the Commission. · Ron -
indicated clarity in terms of the Commission's objective as being 
implementation and to bring about change, further to deal with change in a 
systemic way. I decided that, with Ron, it was desirable to cover the IJE 
and the major ideas behind it in a more complete way. Yith regard to the 
IJE, Ron is very positive. He believes that the federation is a key 
player in bringing about any kind of change. 

He also feels that personnel is a key issue, that even in Toronto where 
teachers are paid well, teac~ing is a low status profession. Ron does not 
believe money is the critical issue in terms of teaching. It cannot be 
just money, focus has to be on upgrading the profession as a whole by 
having the profession be perceived by others in the community as high 
status. We have to work on ease of entry, professional development, and 
making it fulfilling. 

He also feels that personnel should be handled on a national or local 
level. Teacher training, he indicated, should be handled on a national 
level or regional level, as it cannot be accomplished locally. It has to 
be coordinated through some kind of national mechanism. 

As we began our discussion of how that coordination would take place, I 
explained to Ron our thinking behind the IJE. Ron's response to the 
overall idea was that the IJE could help Toronto build up the quality of 
the profession. It could link York University to other universities on 
the continent like HUC, Yeshiva University and the Seminary in helping to 
build a model for the profession. 

We then began to discuss specifics related to the IJE. 

1. Criteria for Choosing Sites 

Ron felt the criteria for choosing a community action site could be 
the local university and the expression of interest in the site. 
Other criteria could be a judgment as to the strength of the Jewish 
community, the ability of the local community to raise funds on a 
matching basis, and the ability of the community to make proposals. 
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2. Quality of Projects 

Ron felt that the screening and evaluation of projects was very 
important. National organizations could play that role like JESNA or 
JWB as part of the screening process. Projects have to be consistent 
with its mission as laid out by the Commission and IJE, that is, 
projects should be focused on bringing about systemic change and have 
full potential for impact and application. 

3. Negotiations with Existing Institutions 

How will negotiations with existing institutions in the community be 
conducted? Ron felt that the federation was key from a funding point 
of view. The mechanism had to be the federation. Make it as high op 
the agenda as possible. 

4. Appropriate Funding 

How will appropriate funding sources be matched with specific 
projects? Here again, Ron felt that the federation was the focus 
point. 

5. How will Innovations be Diffused from One Community Action Site to 
Another? 

6. 

Ron thought that we needed to develop a communication instrument. He 
also thought that an annual formal convocation might work. This would 
provide a system of accountability and reporting through annual 
convenings, perhaps through the CJF General Assembly. 

How will a central mechanism work with local communities to help them 
rise to their full stature without imposing something on them from the 
top down? 

Ron felt that we could not leave out the stakeholders or the lay 
community, that partnerships needed to be developed. Local people can 
get excited where there is interest. Make the lay people players. It 
cannot be imposed but instead a process has to be initiated. There 
are various methods to doing that. Ron suggested that what might work 
in Toronto would be a white paper that could become the focal point of 
debate. 

With regard to the June 14th meeting, Ron will be attending. He felt the 
key aspect of that meeting was to get people involved, get them excited 
with the process and with the ideas and vision that are behind the IJE. 
The IJE should evolve out of a set of ideas that, in effect, justify it as 
a mechanism for change. 



INTERVIEW WITH 
MANDELL L. BERMAN 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
APRIL 28, 1989 

The interview began with a review of where we were at the end of the 
December 13th meeting. I reaffirmed that the Commission came to consensus 
on the personnel and communi~ options as enabling and preconditions in 
relationship to the others. I asked Bill if he had the same understanding 
of the Commission with regard to the conceptual framework . Berman 
indicated that he was in agreement, that he felt there was a consensus 
with the framework. 

Berman also agreed that the challenge for the next meeting of the 
Commission is to answer the question of how to bring about significant 
across-the-board change through personnel and the community. Berman felt 
very strongly about implementation. He stated that only a report by the 
Commission would not be sufficient, that implementation of some type was 
necessary and that he felt it had to take place on the local level. I 
asked him if he thought a demonstration program would make sense. He 
agreed that demonstrations would make sense only if they build on what was 
currently working in the field. 

Berman is of the strong opinion that there is much good that is going on 
and the Commission needs to identify those "best practices" and build upon 
them through demonstrations. I asked him how the community could grapple 
with such issues as in-service training, the recruitment of educators, 
etc. He indicated that the key on the local level has to be through 
negotiations with the federations. He did not believe we could create new 
mechanisms locally, but instead had to use existing organizations. We may 
use local surrogates that are then picked by the federation. 

I asked him how we would diffuse innovation. It was at this point that he 
began to discuss the need for some type of national initiative that could 
begin to coordinate and identify local programs and provide opportunities 
for innovation, monitoring and evaluation . We moved from there to a 
discussion of establishing a mechanism on a national level that would 
begin to meet these needs. 

I raised the question with Berman that if a mechanism were to be 
established, it will be necessary to deal with the following issues . I 
asked for his opinion on these issues: 

1. What are the criteria for choosing a community action site? Here 
Berman feels very strongly that we need to identify successful 
programs. Excellence is the strongest criteria. 
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2. Berman feels that key to the success of a national mechanism will be 
money. He believes that $5 million per year for five years should be 
raised. However, if a locality were to become involved in the 
program, it would have to raise matching funds. The matching funds, 
in effect, would become a part of the criteria for selection. Thus, 
criteria would be programs that currently exist, and offering matching 
funds. To the issue of how do we guarantee projects of the quality 
the Commission aspires to, Berman suggested that a monitoring and 
evaluation program be established through existing organizations on 
the national level such as JESNA or JlJB, that through the evaluation 
process quality would be ensured and that the national mechanism, in 
effect, would not become the policeman of the programs. 

3. To the question of how will negotiations with the existing 
institutions in the community be conducted , Berman suggested that 
guidelines need to be developed by the national organization and 
constantly refined by the board so that negotiations will be guided by 
these guidelines . 

4. To the question of what kind of local mechanism will need to be 
established to run the community action sites, Berman responded that 
local federations are the key. 

5. To the question of how will a central mechanism work with local 
communities and help them rise to their full stature without imposing 
something on them from the top down, Berman felt that the mechanism 
around evaluation and monitoring can do that. 

In conclusion, Berman felt that the national mechanism should work with 
existing programs and enrich them through the leveraging and matching 
strategies, that these programs in turn should be evaluated and monitored 
by national organizations like JESNA and .nm, and that through that 
evaluation and monitoring a diffusion process should be initiated 
throughout the country so that replication could occur. 

The remaining part of the interview dealt with his suggestions related to 
the June 14th meeting. He felt very strongly that there is a need to 
excite people and get them to buy into the process in the June 14th 
meeting. He felt that we should come to some degree of closure on our 
strategy for how the Commission will work from June 14 through June 1990. 
He felt that there is a need for commissioners to receive material prior 
to the meeting, that everything should be organized in advance, and that 
the key part of the meeting should be through small groups, that each 
small group should have a chair (not a permanent chair), nor should these 
small groups become permanent subcommittees but at least chairs for the 
day. 

Berman felt that the June 14th day should begin with a brief overview by 
MLM from approximately 10:00 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. From 10:45 a.m. until 
2:00 p.m. we should meet in small committees of subgroups, and at 2:00 
p.m. reconvene for a full meeting. Prior to the June 14th meeting, chairs 
need to be selected, people should be assigned to the small groups, and 
each commissioner should receive written material that gives a sense of 
direction for the meeting. 
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REPORT ON INTERVIEN WITll DAVID DUBIN, 4/25/89 BY JONATHAN WOOCHER 

I. IJE 

OD agrees strongly that there is a need to come up with something 
practical at the end of the Commission's life, which will include 
the promise of t~n~s and the invoJvement of t he Commi EE ioncrG . 

OD envis ions a post-Commission process which involves teams 
hrinCJin') ideas to communiticc in ordor to "seed'' thes~ 
communitie s with rn~w ideae: appropri.)te for their situativ11. 
These would be, in effect;. , "mobilization units" to work wit h 
communities , and would include Commissioners as well as 
professionals . The concept could also e ncompass study t eams 
which would help communities with comprehensive planning. -

Th~ a.s~i~Lart<,;e must include resources; there m\Wt he a pool of 
unds ~vail able at the Ano of the rocess to impleme nt what has 

t.he.~e in fun 
need to be alert to the question; 
institutions which exist? 

II. Commission process 

E rom 

DD sug gested t hat t.hP. nPxt Commission m9eting ~hould pr~aent 
illustrations of specific problems and strategies for solutions 
in the areas of focus (personnel and comnl'unity-bu1Id1ng) . 

E.g., the s cholar-in-residence model as developed at the JCC on 

We 

~ the Pal i saa~s is now Being brought to a n~mber of d ifferent 

1 
\ uuu1111u11J. C..1.-.:~ u~ u w1:1y of creating a Cumroun.1.ty "master teacher11 who 

can work with l ay leaders.' 

~ Other possible problems and strategies might be: 

1) l1 , Problem: lac k of top lay people involved in Jewish ~du0~Llon 

I 
Strategy: hire n prof~ssional just to <l~velop leadership and 

l human rccourocG for Jewish education 

frgplem: l ack of money for innovation 
Strategy: development of a l ocal "venture capital" fund for 
innovative projects 

Before the meet ing, commission members should have the 
opportunity t o suggest ideas of this type . At the meeting, the 
Commission should help prioritize various suggestions. 

He suggests a short staff paper identifying speci fic problems 
rnl~t~rl ~n ~he enabling optiong and s ome sugge~tod ctratcgies to 
rlP.~ l wi~h thP.m. I t should be indicated t hat the document will be 
used to a) expand the l ist of options through discussion, and b) 
prioritize strategies . 
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Some of the programmatic options will be ''paid respect" within 
the strategies as specific reference points -- e.g., developing 
family educators, or educational programs for Jewish leaders ftS n 
vehicle for building advocacy. 

~J,rhe Commissioners must have a role in the strategy development 
q rtProcess. 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: PROF. FRED GOTTSCHALK 

INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: APRIL 7, 1989 

PLACE: 1 WEST 4TH ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

smnm,aey: 

My meeting with Prof. Gottschalk took place at the New York 

office of the Hebrew Union College. Its purpose was to bring _him 

up-to-date of the work of the staff since the last meeting of the 

Commission on December 13th. 

I took Prof. Gottschalk through the various steps that we had 

considered, moving from demonstration sites to the problem of who 

might undertake the assignment of implementing or carrying out 

the ideas of the demonstration site. 

Prof. Gottschalk thoroughly grapsed the notion of the need for 

soma kind of mechanism. I think he was concerned about the 

complexity of establishing something as elaborate as an 11. 

During the discussion he brought l.lp several i mportant points, 

such as the role that rabbis could and should play in any 

demonstration site that may be undertaken. He particularly 

emphasized the weakness of the training of rabbis for the role 

that they must undertake as educators. I believe that Prof. 

Gottschalk will cooperate in helping us establish demonstration 

sites and will do his very bast to bring the Reform Movement on 

board. 

1 
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When I brought up the problem of denominations and indicated that 

MLM will want to meet with him to consult with him on that issue, 

he seemed to take the position that nothing should be done; that 

things were "fine" as they are. I think this is something which 

should be kept in mind as MLM prepares his meeting with Prof. 

Gottschalk on the issue of the denominations. 

He has the 14th of June on his calendar and we went down to look 

at his facility in New York, toward the possibility of it serving 
-as the next site for our meeting. In general , I can say that 

Prof. Gottschalk is certainly an involved and cooperative 

Commission member. 

2 



REPORT ON INTERVIEW WITH YITZ GREENBERG, 4/28/89 BY JONATHAN WOOCHER 

I. IJE 

YG raised the question of why an existing agency or consortium of 
agencies could not and should not play the role envisioned f or 
the IJE. 

He agrees that the strategy of seeking change at the local level 
is correct, but cautions that we should not underest imate the 
difficulty of achieving the high degree of coordination 
envisioned even at the local level. Institutions do not have a 
commonality of perspecti~es and interests. Thus, the strategy 
being projected may call for a level of organization greater than 
local institutions are currently capable o f , and yet fall ~hort 
of promoting change in the national arena. He is concerned that 
the process wil l become mired in politics, the least productive 
area if one i s interested in educational change. In trying to 
encompass everything (in a community), nothing may be achieved . 

In practical terms , he wondered where the educators would come 
from to i mplement the comprehensive approaches. YG feels that a 
different cut on the personnel problem, e.g., on developing a nd 
sustaining 100 new educators, through fellowships or a venture 
capi tal fund to support a "nurturing" network for talented 
ind ividual s in the field who burn out too soon, might be more 
productive. Creating a structure for supporting 100 such 
educators would be worth $15-20 million a year in terms of its 
impact . 

Later, when the dynamics have changed and the t alented people are 
out there, we can think in terms of coordinating more systemic 
change. 

With r espect to the building community leadership and support 
option, YG is concerned t hat the work of existing organizations 
like CI.AL not be duplicated . 

He i s also concerned, on the other hand, about how to deal with 
the fact that existing structures are often mediocre. We can•t 
just "pay them o ff " to secure their political cooperation . 
Qualitative judgments will have to b e made . 

In general, YG advocates that MAF make c l ear its commit ment t o 
fund new initiatives in one area, e.g . , personnel , and try to 
convince other foundations represented on the Commission to take 
an area of t heir choos ing -- e ithe r a project or a community. 
Once the initiatives are up and running, we can tackle the 
quest ion of coordination. 

YG does see the potential role of a ttthink tank'' type instrument, 
although this is not his highest priority. One option would be 
to give the funds to an existing organizati on like JESNA to do 
this. If an independent entity is to be created (and YG is 



------- ---~ -

c oncerned this may be p remature) , it should not be massive. 
There is also the question of where to locate such an entity. 
Brandeis or another non-denominational setting -- perhaps even 
Beit Clal -- is a possibility, and fellows could be brought in 
from the denominational institutions. 

II . Commission Proc e ss 

The June meeting should focus on strategies f or change. ( If 
there are foundations already committed to certain initiatives, 
these should be i ncorporated , ) 

There should be papers in advance on strategies, assuming that 
several alternative models have been identified [mv note: e . g., 
the I JE model and YG's proposal), These can be the focu s for 
discussion. 

There is no need to sell the personnel option at the meeting. 
The need is to convince others beside MLM to do their share, 
either with r espect to this area or another of t heir choosing. 

If we can a g ree on a model of how to create change, then the need 
is to discuss the substantive areas each will focus on. If there 
is d isagreement on the "how, 11 then we need to discuss the 
different models . 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: DAVID HIRSCHHORN 

INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE : APRIL 3, 1989 

PLACE: BALTIMORE, MD . 

summary: 

P . 6/8 

I had a meeting with Mr. Hirschhorn at the Blaustein Building in 

Baltimore where we discussed the ideas he had presented at . the 

previous Commission meeting on t he importance of research and 

evaluation. 

This was a very enjoyble three-hour meeting and I will give a 

more complete report after I see Mr. Hirschhorn again on May 5th. 

I did begin to sketch the concept ot demonstration site and the 

need for some implementation instrumentality to help build and 

develop the demonstration site. 

I discovered that Mr. Hirschhorn is particularly interested in 

the work of the Reform Movement, and I · believe that his 

foundation, and he personally, would be very much interested in 

participating actively in the work of the Commission and in its 

outcomes . 

4 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: MS. SARA LEE 

INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: APRIL 2, 1989 

PLACE: NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

summary: 

P.7/8 

Annette Hochstein accompanied me at this meeting which began at 

th~ M~Yflower Hotel and continued with II thoroughly Anjny~blP. 

.brunch. We had a very intense discussion on the work of the 

Commission. 

we did not have to review with Sara Lee the history of the work 

of the Commission; she is very much involved, has kept herselt 

informed and did not have to be reminded of what was taking 

place. 

Annette and I !eel that Sara Lee's suggestion for establishing a 
0 

task !orce in the area of personnel, which she suggested in 

writing to us earlier, is worthy of very careful consideration 

and that she could play a leading role, possibly even serve as a -co-chair for such a task force. - 24 

We had previously discussed the concept of demonstration sites so 

it was easy to move in to the connection between the decisions of 

the Commission on December 13th and the possibility of 

establishing some version of a demonstration site. 

She quickly understood the significance of the need for an 

5 
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implementation instrumentality. She offered many suggestions and 

raised a good number of proble.ms related to the conc~pt of an ii. 

She strongly urged us to get the educator& involved as soon as 

possible, and thought that many of them would want to help us in 

the work of building demonstration sites and the ii. . She also 

participated, later in the week, in the meeting of the educators 

who are on the Commission, which took place at the Board of 

Jewish Education in New York city. 

she is concerned about the role of the denominations in our work. 

We told her that meetings are being arranged between MLM and the 

various presidents of institutions of higher learning. 

She has the June 14th date on her agenda, and is planning to 

attend. 

I Delieve th~t Sara Lee is an important person for the Commission 

and will be willing to play a key role in our work. 

6 

MAY ~ · oci C: • ?I 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: PROF. MARTIN LIPSET 

INTERVIEWER: PROF. SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: APRIL 5, 1989 

PLACE: RUSSELL SAGE FOUNDATION 

summary: 

P . 5/8 

I had a very enjoyable hour and a half with Prof. Lipset. I · took 

him through the steps of the work ot the Commission since . the 

meeting in December to where we are today. · 

I went through the concept ot the demonstration site very 

carefully. He asked some very important questions, particularly 

concerning the personnel for supplementary schools. Again, he 

brought up his concern about us leaving out the college-age, the 

Hillel Foundation group. I think that he understood the necessity 

for an implementation instrumentality and I began to sketch some 

of the possibilities there. At that point, he brought up the 

importance of research and made a very reasonable argument for 

the kind of research which should accompany the ii- and would help 

us make decisions more intelligently. 

He has the meeting of the 14th of Juno on his calendar and I 

believe that he will be very helptul, as he has been in the past. 

3 



INTERVIEW WITH 
HASKEL LOOKSTEIN 

ARTHUR J . NAPARSTEK 
MAY 4, 1989 

I opened the interview with a discussion on the overall mission of the 
Commission. Haskell agrees that the Commission's objectives are to bring 
about change and implementation. "When we talked about how change could 
come about, Haskell indicated that an ongoing mechanism would be needed. 

From that we went into the interview related to the issues that needed to 
be dealt with. 

1. Criteria 

He felt that in choosing community action sites, we needed to look at 
places that were open to new ideas, that were not doctrinaire and 
would allow for external stimulation. Excellence should guide us in 
terms of picking places . But the key issue from his point of view is 
the openness to new ideas from which a lot of different organizations 
and groups could learn. He said that the major ingredient about the 
Commission which inspired him was the fact of openness. 

2. Quality 

ti 3. 

4. 

How do we guarantee that the projects are of the quality that the 
Commission aspires to? There, he indicated that we have to choose 
well and, after choosing, monitor the projects. He said that no 
program should be guided by a blank check. We should withdraw if need 
be. 

Negotiations with Existing Institutions 

How will we negotiate with the existing institutions in the 
community? Here again, different communities will require different 
styles of negotiation. In New York, Alvin Schiff plays that kind of 
role. In other communities, it might be the federation. 

Appropriate Funding 

How will appropriate funding sources be matched with specific 
projects? Leveraging is essential. We need to be careful here so 
that people are not guided only by funding and that, instead, the 
funding will lead to programs that can bring about systemic change and 
are consistent with the Commission's overall objectives. 
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5. Innovations 

How will innovations be diffused from one community action site to 
other communities? Here Haskel i dentif ied monitoring agencies that 
might be tied to it, and we talked about the possibilities of JWB and 
JESNA playing those roles. 

6. Central Mechanism 

How will a central mechanism wor k with local communities? Lookstein 
does not have any answers on that other than to say that we cannot 
have a central mechanism impose its will on local communities. 

With regard to the June 14th meeting, Lookstein will attend and would like 
to see the meeting have more group discussions. That was the only 
response he gave to that question. 



INTERVIEW WITH 
MATTHEW MARYLES 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
MAY 3, 1989 

We began the meeting with a discussion of the mission ' s overall 
objectives. Matt Maryles agrees with the direction in which the 
Commission is going as well as its underlying assumptions that are related 
to change and implementation. 

Matt is an orthodox Jew, but is committed to pluralism and believes the 
Commission has tremendous potential in legitimizing pluralism in the 
Jewish community. Matt Maryles began the interview by brainstorming and 
indicating that New York City is too big for the Commission to get its 
arms around, that whatever the Commission ends up doing should not be done 
i n New York. We have to begin to look at communities and markets in which 
we can be assured of success. 

Matt, quite independent of anything that I had said, moved immediately 
into how a national entity needs to be created that could provide high 
profile and visib ility. To make this go, the lay community needs to be 
abl e to see Jewish education considered at the highest level. 

I asked Matt if he thought the federation was the key and he indicated 
that the federation is the leader in New York City, but it would vary from 
community to community. Every community might have a different mechanism 
but he did say that, overall, the federation could be the mechanism. He 
went on to explain that a national entity or mechanism could stimulate 
national and local leaders. 

I then began to discuss with Maryles the very functions that a national 
mechanism, were it to be established, would have to deal with. 

1. Criteria 

Maryles believes that it should be small in size, well organized in a 
Jewish sense with strong lay leadership. 

2. Impressions related to quality 

Select people who have high credibility. We need lay leaders who 
believe in excellence, that professionals can't control it, and that 
lay people can drive it. 

3. Impressions r elated to negotiations with the existing institutions 

Here he feels that lay leaders set standards and that federations, in 
concert with congregations and bureaus, can begin to initiate the 
process. 
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4. Funding Sources 

He feels dollars are not as important as a lot of people think. Ideas 
are what is important. Maryles is not comfortable with funding. His 
philosophy is, it works best when people help themselves. He feels 
the national organization should be a catalyst and an idea exchange, 
not a money exchange. Professionals should support lay leadership in 
getting them to help. The national mechanism, again, should be hands 
on by definition but sel l ideas. By selling ideas and not giving out 
too much money, he believes that will make the difference. If you are 
implementing ideas and strategies, it is by definition hands on, but 
with the money involved, it becomes self- serving. This was the first 
expression I've heard that money could be a problem in relationship to 
a national mechanism. 

5. Monitoring and Evaluation 

Ye did not get into monitoring and evaluation or how the central 
mechanism will work with local communities. 

Mat t felt that the June 14th meeting had to excite people. He indicated 
that he was extraordinarily impressed with the quality of commissioners 
and, in fact, felt that he was unable to fully express himself because of 
the powerful i ntellects that are on the Commission. 

Matt indicated that he would make every effort to attend the meeting. He 
was not sure he could give it an entire day. I asked him if he thought 
small groups would make a difference in terms of his participation and he 
indicated that they could make a difference. 



REPORT ON INTERVIEW WITH HARRIET ROSENTHAL, 5/4/89 BY JONATHAN WOOCHER 

I. IJE 

HR found the concept as described exciting, although she wondered 
how the operational decisions would be made. 

She sees evaluation as a significant issue, especially if the 
goal is to develop good, replicable models for other communities 
to emulate . Program impacts will need to be evaluated and 
measurable. 

HR agrees that concentrating on one site (a la the Flexner report 
and Johns Hopkins) can push others to address their needs. 

She also raised the question of whether and how the IJE will 
develop the conceptual base needed to guide the change process. 
Do the professional "experts ," e.g., agree on universal standards 
for professional development? She is skeptical that the 
Commission could in fact agree on what is adequate training of 
Jewish educators. So what base of concepts will guide the IJE in 
its work? The diversity of the community also makes it difficult 
to devise unjversal personnel standards. 

As a practical matter, she is also concerned about whether 
communities will buy into the scope and intensity of change which 
IJE might try to induce . When one seeks to introduce universal 
changes, there is often a tendency to retreat to the "tried and 
true" because it is 1nuch easier to build consensus around. 
Communities may not be prepared to make the degree of commitment 
-- financial and political -- which they will be expected to 
under this approach. 

II. Commission Process 

m
HR feels the next meeting should focus first on the personnel 
issue. (When we need to, we can figure out how to market almost 
anything.) 

We need the beginnings of a plan for how to develop the personnel 
we need. We should attempt to answer: What would constitute a 
"well-trained" teacher or administrator? Can such people teach 
all age groups? What would be a well-trained informal educator? 
Do we have the places available, locally, to train such 
individuals? We have to define who the personnel are and what 
training they need. 

Ideally , we should develop a model of what a well-planned 
educational process would look like in a few communities. 
on the demographic profile, this is what we would need for 
educational system in community X, in terms of structures, 
support systems, funding, personnel, and lay leadership . 

Based 
a good 

We might also ask what 
child, perhaps by the 
at what we would want 

would constitute a well-educated Jewish 

tirne of Bar or Bat Mitzvah, and then look 
for the next period in their lives, etc. 
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INTERVIEW WITH 
ALVIN SCHIFF 

ARTHUR J . NAPARSTEK 
MAY 3, 1989 

Alvin Schiff has been very close to the process as he participated in the 
Jewish educators meeting of late March and was briefed at that time. 

We began the discussion with Alvin talking about how national initiatives 
must tie into localities. He went on to say that the quality of what · 
happens on the national level is dependent on the input from localities. 
Once a national mechanism develops guidelines, it has to implement 'them _ 
locally. 

Alvin put forward a model that he has used in developing initiatives, both 
on a national basis as well as locally. He stated that the role of the 
national mechanism is first to develop plans; second, to validate those 
plans; third, to demonstrate the plans in program form through localities 
and; fourth, to replicate the plans throughout the country. 

The remaining part of the interview dealt with a look at the functions 
that the IJE may fulfill: 

1. Criteria for Choosing Community Action Site 

What are the criteria for choosing a community action site? What size 
should it be? What are the important characteristics? Alvin's 
response on criteria was that it should not be seen as a Mandel 
initiative solely. He also feels that the mechanism should be located 

N
in New York as much of the resources are there. The first criteria is 
for us to determine whether the community has the ability to bring 
ali._o~ change in personnel. He went on to say that it may not matter 
how big the community is, but whether or not it has critical mass, for 
example, does it have three or four schools? He feels that we should 
select communities that are both large, medium and small and to 
determine whether or not they have the infrastructure to bring about 
change. Infrastructure can be defined in terms of leadership, 
organization, etc. 

2. Quality of Projects 

How do we guarantee that the projects are of the quality the 
Commission aspires to? He feels the quality must come from the IJE 
and the relationship with the local community. We need to use a 
variety of techniques in order to receive ideas and proposals from 
local communities. He identified three ways of assessing that: (1) 
experimental programs that would be initiated by the IJE staff and 
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3 . 

4. 

funded directly, these are trial balloon programs in which IJE staff 
feel they want to learn something; (2) programs of match where local 
communities can come up with a match; and (3) programs in which local 
communities respond to a request for proposals. 

Negotiations with Existing Institutions 

How will negotiations with the existing institutions in the community 
be conducted? Alvin believes that there has to be a synetism between 
the lay and professional through federations, bureaus and 
congregational leadership. It will vary from community to community 
and be pluralistic. However, he does believe it's the 
interrelationship between the federation and the bureau. 

Appropriate Funding 

Alvin referred back to the earlier question on quality in which he 
forward the three options: trial balloon, match, and application. 
does believe that the IJE should have appropriate funds so that it 
make an impact. He did not come up with an amount, however. 

put 
He 

can 

S. Monitoring and Evaluation 

Alvin has a theoretical formulation that is quite technical for 
monitoring and evaluation and is not necessarily appropriate to get 
into here. 

6. Diffusion 

On the question of diffusion, Alvin feels 
evaluation process, diffusion can occur. 
organizations. 

that through the IJE and the 
He would use national 

7. Central Mechanism 

On the question of a central mechanism imposing itself on localities, 
Alvin feels that through the threefold proposal process for funding 
and carefully drawn up guidelines, communities will be protected. 

Regarding the June 14th meeting, Alvin feels that we should have three 
goals for this meeting: (1) toke~ commissioners' interest alive, (2) to 

An get them excited and, (3) to create the reconditions in which we will et 
4;,.\}., P,M t1j__eir financial support. Here he was talking about foun ations and others 
-r l\ • who are potential donors. Alvin felt the agenda for the meeting should be 

for MIB to provide a quick review on where we are and how we've gotten to 's!C., where we are. we then need presentations that put forward personnel and 
~J't, community in interesting ways, but the plenary session shoula'be over by 
rf\ 11:30 a.m . He would like to see small groups meet from 11;30 i:ffir thrpug!!, 

tiOO p,m., possibly having lunch as they work, and from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 
p.m. to meet in a plenary session. He hopes the meeting ends up~ 
consensus on eneral direction of where we want to go, who our clients 
wi e, the beginning ideas o ow the 
sfrncbdre for fupging. I indicated -ambitious and he agreed but said we 



INTERVIEW WITH 
LIONEL SCHIPPER 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
MAY 1, 1989 

Lionel Schipper is very supportive of the Commission and its initiatives. 
However, he had not been invited to join the Commission until after the 
August 1st meeting and, because of a previously scheduled meeting, was not 
able to attend the December 13th meeting and will not be able to attend 
the June 14th meeting. 

I asked Lionel if he agreed with the Commission ' s overall mandate to bring 
about systemic change and across-the-board impact on Jewish education 
through an across-the-board approach, both through formal and informal 
education. He agrees with that as an approach. He indicated that he 
would have difficulty with a continental or national initiative that would 
impact on the local level. He feels that what is needed is a variety of 
ro rams that would be in on the local lever throu on 1 

0 S. He 
oes not see the ederation as a mec an sm locally. Instead, it~ld 

-._e __ t ___ e,_;;c_o.;;n;,i;gi.::r:..:e:.sg~a:.:t:.:i:.:o:.:n~o:;r:_=:e_:,:o,:c,:a=..:.:o:,:a:,:r;.:d:-..,;o~f:_e:,:u:c:a:.:t:i,:o:_n.. -+ -
If there was to be any mechanism, he would like tg see a Canadian 
mechanism be established with a mod;st budget, be small,~ b~y 
institutionalized to initiate and motivate e le. Te went on to indicate 
that if there was c er a used to choosing a local community 
action site, the criteria should be organized around the congregation and 
individuals such as an activist rabbi. The rabbi would have to take the 
lead, engage the federation, and have the federation become supportive. 

With regard to the question of quality, he went on to say that you have to 
have quality people monitor and evaluate it. With regard to the question 
of negotiations with existing institutions in the community, here again he 
feels that the institutions would be the board of education and the 
congregation. Only through getting that process going can you begin to 

(

think of appropriating funding sources. The fundin~ for this would have 
to come from federations, but after the process was initiated. 

With regard to monitoring and evaluation, he does not have an opinion but 
worries about quality. Innovations: he does see a national organization 
as being responsible for diffusion as well as networking. It cannot occur 
on a local level. With regard to how a central mechanism would work with 
a local community, here again he points to the quality of people. 

Overall impression: Lionel Schipper is committed to the notion of Jewish 
education, but does not have focus on how to bring about change. The 
quality of the interview with him was very different than with those who 
have participated in Commission meetings. 
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INTERVIEW WITH 
PEGGY TISHMAN 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
MAY 4, 1989 

Peggy opened the discussion by stating there is a need for an attitudinal 
change in the Jewish community if the quality ot'Jewish education is to be 
improved. She agrees that There is a firm linkage between the national 
and local role and that any initiative that comes out of the Commission 
must build on the successes that are already out there. She also feels 
that we have to r each out to young people and develop strategies for 
recruitment. 

She seemed to have known about our thoughts related to a national 
mechanism, and preempted my questions by immediately discussing that a 
national mechanism was a great idea which should become an arm of JESNA; 
that we should use their administrative infrastructure. That led me into 
asking her about the various issues that would have to be dealt with if 
such a mechanism was established, either within JESNA or linked to JESNA 
or independent of JESNA. 

1. Criteria 

On the question of criteria, she responded by indicating that small, 
medium and large cities would be appropriate. 

2. Quality Issues 

On quality issues, she feels that trial and error is perhaps the way 
to go and learn from the mistakes we make. The key on quality is for 
the staff of the IJE and its board to work on setting standards and 
being flexible. She then moved into another discussion on JESNA and 
indicated that JESNA should be given an additional mandate, take on 
the priority of dealing with this mechanism. 

3. Negotiations with Existing Institutions 

With regard to questions and issues related to negotiations with 
existing institutions and how they would be conducted, she urged us to 
consider working through local federations and their boards. 

4. Funding 

With regard to funding, she indicated that funding will be a problem 
as so many campaigns are now flat. She did not go further into that 
other than to indicate that it would be a problem. 

• 
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5. Monitoring and Evaluation 

What kind of monitoring and evaluation should accompany the 
implementation of the projects? Here again, she did not have any 
ideas but talked about the need for excellence. 

We then moved into a discussion of the June 14th meeting. Her opinion was 
at there has been unfocused discussion at earl ier meetings and that we 

~ w had to excite the commissioners. We need to give a series of 
-l teresting options that commissioners could consider in personnel and 

..M.. A\.- mmunity . What is going on in the field that would be interesting and 
l'" exciting may be of interest to commissioners. 

She saw the morning part of the meeting as being devoted to pe.,rn-iel an_d 
community in terms of overview, options, with plenary group discussion . - - ~ -~ In the afternoon, co begin to breatc down into small groups or workshops 
and to begin to examine the options, to begin to look at questions related 
to h~ do we impl ement' the question of n~tional orgapj zations as a way of 
bringing about change, and coherence to the whole process. ~ 
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MEMO TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Morton L. Mandel, 
Arthur J. Naparstek, Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, 
Herman D. Stein, Jonathan Woocher , Henry L. Zucker 

Virginia F. Levi 

May 12, 1989 

Attached, for your information, a r e reports on interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Joseph Reimer. 

1 . Jack Bieler 
2. Irwin Field 
3. Arthur Green 
4. Carol Ingall 
5. Mark Lainer 
6. Harold Schulweis 
7. Isaiah Zeldin 
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J. Reimer 

Interview with Rabbi Jack Bieler (4/24/89) 
2 hours in h15 home 

-•- • I....,_ __ 

1 . Rabbi Bieler began by reacti ng to the 4/5 meeting of th~ 
educators saying he was taken aback by the dlrecllon taken. He dld 
not ant1c1pate that direction as a result of the December meeting , 
thought the focus would be on the content of the enab l ing options and 
found the current focus on lmplementatlon to be very abstract ; the 
processlng of process. That worr les him . 

2. I asked what he'd recommend f or the June 14 th mect1nq, J~ck 
wa,·,l• uas Lv get b-,eK tv tl,c c11<1Lllny options 1n a more concr ete way 
and spe ll out what we'd like to create. What Ls the vision? What 
are the best cases and thr: 1"r.Pn;n I n5 for the l r orc.:i t 1 on ~ nd 
repll cat 1on? What is the process for selecting community ~ltes? 
What about task forces? He's concerned that time wlll run out and 
these issues won't be tackled sufflclent ly by the Commission. 

3 . A question Jack would like raised ls whether publlc education 
should be seen a~ a model for Jewish educat1on. He'd prefer using 
private education as mode l in particular to stress the issue of 
P.Xr P11Pnce i n oduc.:>t! i on. He L~lieves tnat what most threa tensthe 
upgrad ing of the field are low expectations . If no one expect~ you 
to be excellent, why become ex~~llPnt? Lot uo ctudy what ollvw~ fur 
tne expectation o f excellence ln certain private ~chools and learn 

rom t he ir successes . Let's study our own succes~P~ and learn from 
hem. Jack be lieves we need to assemble a traveling tedm {ot 

-i teacher~ ana. other prof.essionals) who can vis i t, observe and write up 
'best pract ices" . . 

· 4. Rabbi Bieler's other concern about the propo~al for 

/

implementation is the degree to which it involves partnership with 
~ ex1st1ng lnslltutlons - such as BJE's - \.Thom he sees as being 
7' committed to non -change. He believes in the power of demonstration 

pro j ects implemented by the best people working together , and does 
not believe that the powpr of such a demonstration can be 
d i sseminated by the normal channele. It 15 rather a matter of 
setting an example and a standard and inspiring others to join in the 
pursuit of excellence. 

5. Rabbl Bl~ler Dlanz to attend on 6/14. 
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J: Reimer 

Interview with Irwin F1eld (5/1/89) 
1 hour ln his office 

TEL r,u: SU~I' r'\:rJ - - • - ·-· -

1. As I waB explaining the direction of our work ~1ncc December, Mr . Fteld 
stopped me to express a different point of view. He felt the focus on 
im"lem,;ntation ls nrP.mnt.nrP nnn thP rrltlr~, 1QCIIQ nn,., i" tho pxoduot. IE ~•01 

have the right product, the lmplementatlon will follow. 

2 . Hr. Field disagrees wjth those who say th~rc is r1 0 s hortage of good ideas, 
only of good people. He t hink s the rlght "good ldea" 15 crucial to change. I 
cltes the exampl e of the havura - a good idea at the rlght time. A~ the rlghl 
product at the r 1ght time, 1 t spread tapldly wl thout an lmpl~1nentatlon plan. 
The Jewish world looks f or such ideas and tend$ to plck them up. (He did add 
thnt w1th Proje~t Ronaw~l, on which he workod ~t the UJA, lt did tnk~ ~~me 
PU5h1nQ hr.fort': anyonP wnnlrl try 1 t out But once word got our th:it 1 t \J~o 
rlght, lt spread quickly - th•ough wlth modlflcation from community to 
communl ty) . 

3, Mr.. F1~ln rtl::'\n rnntlnnP<'l cHJ~lnst starting .wother organ1:?:Jtjon, even IE v1 
call 1t on implementation mechanism. He feels our mental energy ought to go 
into product not "building". Let that follow as the need arises from the 
spread of the product. 

4. Mr. Field thought that at thls polnt the commlsslon should stlll be 
concerned about whether it ls asking the rlght questions. Ma ybe there ate 
questions we've yet to ask that would point our work ln dlfferent directions . 
As on example, he thought we have yet to explore the Question of expectation: 
can WA ~xp~~ t more of the family than ls aEktd In genera l cduc~tlon? Can we I 
better than the genera l milieu or do we have to operate within certain other 
expectations? In hls mind, 1£ we could ask more dnd make the family take more 
responslbl~ for their ~hlldren's education, we'd begin to solve the problem of 
l~a~~r~h1p. Responslble pa~ent~ would provide better lc~dcr3h1p and al~o 
expect more of the personnel. 

~- 1-1,... l""lc:lJ \lv,_-., ::,cc ct tult: ! ur a uou-.1.oca.1. pr efience 1n partncrsn1p wlth a 
local "ommunlt.y. The l.mplementat1on team could IH, lp to aeeerr,ble .:rn .Jppropr1a1 
group of people to debate the issues, and generate the right questions and cor 
up \Jith th~ l'.' iyl,l lJco::>. Al::;1.,, Ideas from local places couJ.a oe evaluated an< 
enr lched and then: d 1 ssemi nate·d. He bell eves good ideas 'would be qu 1 ck 1 y 
picked up, but stresses the need for searchlng for the right gu~stlons which 
will lead to attainlng the right productg. 

6 . Mr. Field's not planning on attend ing tht 6/14 1oeeting . 
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J. Reimer 

Interview wlth Arthur Green (4/24/89) 
2 hours ln h1s home ln Ph1ladelph1a 

TEL t-0: 
,n2? P03 

l . Rabbi Green had just received the l ette r Lo comm ls~l oners and 
seemed qulte attuned to where we left off ln December and where \le 

were going 1n term~ of demonstratl on cente r s - whlch he and I had 
d 1 scussed last 1 n January. He £av ors what we the 11 cal led "the 
multiple demonstration" approach . 

2. We began the current discussion wlth the question of how does the 
Commlss1on lmpleroent a demonstration approach . G1ven that a s i te has 
been selected, Arthur suggested the following scenerlo: a. hire a 
central local person to run the demonstrat i on ceuter; b. develop an 
1nstltut1onal link between the center and loca l Jewish colleges and 
agencies; c. establish fellowships to bring in practitioners from 
other locale~ to work as interns in the center; d. develop an 
outreach and publicity strategy to glve national vls1b111ty to the 
demonstration projects . 

3. We reflected on the model of the havuro whlcla we were both 
involved in at its inception. Green believes the or 1glnal havurah 
demonstrated both how powerful it can be to brlng together a 
concentration of talented people working on one project and how the 
image of something new and exc1t1ng can generate interest and 
replica tion . He believes ln developing powerful models through the 
concentration of human resources and talents. 

4. I begln to d1scrlbe ln general term~ tt.e mech,,rn1sm for 
lmplementln~ the commu~lty demonstration projects and he reacts 
positively. His remarks focus on these points: a. 1n balancing 
between the tasks of selectlhg communltles and 5Pcur1ng funding 
ources, 1t ls important that the board and the director separate the 
asks and not have selection made or directly influenced by the 
unders' preferences. While the funders need to know that their 
reas of interest will be concentrely demonstrated in projects , 1t 
hould not be they who select where those demonstration sites will 
e. b. In the selection process, what is b~ing compared are 

alternative dreams or vlslons. Who h35 the richest visions wlthln a 
given area and the demonstrated abillty to naovE' toward s its 
reali zation? Wha t the mechanism can contribute is a forum to 
articulate and evaluate the dreain as well a~ help ln st<.:urlng the 
people who can come into a s1te and help m~ke the dream an 
educational r eal ity. 
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.J. Reimer 

Interview with carol Ingall (4/24/89) 
1 hour 1n her office ln Providence 

TEL N): ~127 P02 

1 . carol Ingall attended the 4/5 educator~ meeting and d1d not need 
furthei: review. She was ready to begl11 will, lit:i. L~dt.:llons lo that 
pre3entatlon of the I.J.E. carol believe~ 1t ls a mistake to focus 
so singularly ln the commission on the process of implementation . 
What ls also needed - and soon - is a vision of rrograrn5 that can 
Jnsplre people: where ls the process leading - what might concrete, 
programmatic outcomes look like in the area of personnel. 

2. in rcl~~lon to tne proposea tocu~ on locall5m, Carol cautions not 
to overernphas 1 ze the lnd 1 v ldua 11 ty of needs 1 n each commun l ty . A 
good model developed ln one locale can serve as a guide to other 
communities who wlll know how to adapt the model to their local need~ 
if there ls a bank to draw on for financing adapt~tiont she believes 
the demonstration model ·1s a good one. 

3. What 1s needed to make the demonstration model work ls a serious 
search £or best practices. She doe~ not believe that the IJE 
necessarily needs to invent new solutions, but ln many cases, 
existing best practices - which are currently locally-run and 
nationally unknown can serve as models of what should be done In that 
area. But they must be found, encouraged, developed and put on v!ew 

4)£or others to emulate. "Best practlceg 11 is an urgent and top 
~f Pt1orlty aQ~nnn 1tr.m for thP. r.nmm1~~1nn . 

4 . Carol's ma 1 n d ls,)greement w1 th the I JE preeentat 1 on w3s w1 th the 
assumption of synergy: that many demonstrations should be centered 
together ln one or several communities. She be lieves that 
concentration of etfort ln one .community would be artlf1c1al: lt 
would have no history - no organic roots ln tha t community. Suddtnly 
one or several communities would get a terrifi c: influx of re~ources -
which ;night be overwhelming and which might make tha t c ommllnity seem 
very dl!ltant £t<OM -:.tbei: CvY.-.r,·,u1·,1ti'C" :> , Slac- J,.,ubl~ Ll1dl. .1,.1eovl~ WOIJlc:1 
pick up and come to work ln one cent ralized slte . 

J. 5. carol strongly believes 1n a more de - c entralized appr nctch. Take 
~the lssue of personnel and break 1t down into its component parts. 
~hen search hard for where in the country commun1t1es are already at 
~~ork on creating positive solutions for that c:oruponent pro~lem. (She 

, believes more is belng done ln the fleld than 1s generally recognized~ 
· and hence -e1lready uode-i:way). Then use the IJE to help develop and 

expand what 1s al ready begun l n the 1 oca l cornmun 1 ty . ( She agrees 
that here the IJE plays a crucial role ln setting standa rds and 
getting much impr oved output; but only lf 1t works on goals and 
programs that are already underway in a c ornmllnltyl. Then be sure t o 
publicize the local best practice and f inanc e i ts adnptatlon t o other 
communttles . 

6. As a local BJE director Car ol believes that her c ommunity or 
comparable communities can develop expe rtise in one or several 
aspects of the personnel I s sue, but not in the whole area. She add s , 
though, that lt would add great lus t e r to he r who l e program lf her 
agency r eceived natlonal re cogn1t1on fo r its area of expe rtise (eg.
teacher lnductlon) and that these partlal so lu t i ons can hav~ gr eat 
rclcvcncc £or ehar,9~ il'I vtl,eL l..VH1111u11lll~!S . 

7. Carol plans t o attend on 6/ 14. 
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J. Reimer 

Intervl~w wlLl1 Mcsrk Lairaer (!:./1/09) 
1 hour ln a re3taurant 

1. Hr . Lainer 1s well attuned to the direction of the Commlss1on and 1s 
support! ve of the current think 11)g. He had the fol lo...,lng comments. 

a. 

b. 

It 1s crucial that the 6/J4 meeting deal nol only with the process 
of lrnplementatlon, but also wlth the content o( the proposals 
around personnel. 

Before new projects ln demonstration~ be undertaken , we must know wha : 
ls going on "on the ground" ln the field. He suggests we send a team 
around Lo interview key people fr om the flcld ln each of the central 
locations. 

c . What an 1mplementat1on mechanism can do for a community like LA 1s to 
1. get lnto our heads and see the lssues as we do; 2. help us 
artl~ulate the goals we set for ourselves; 3. help us to evaluate 
1£ we are reaching our goale, and plan for how we can lmprove upon 
that ; 4. help us to consider alterndt\ves to our current goals and 
p-lans; 5. help us to "1nderstand our own succeeses - how they work as 
well as they do; 6 . help us to dlssemlnatc our successes - wl thln our 
community and nationally. 

2. Hr. Lalner 13 planning to attend on 6/14 . 
written as it does not accurately reflect hls 

t~~~; 
~~r-N . 

He'd llke to have hls blo re-
l nvc.1 l vc111~11l5 ln Jewish cducat lon 
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·J. Reimer 

Interview wlth Rabbi Harold schulwels (5/1/89) 
One hour ln hls office 

si12? P06 - ----

1, Rabbl Schulweis listened to the general direction of our wor k and ngrecd 
wlth that r,1r~r.tlon . Ho~t. nf nur r.nnvPrfint. lnn for.11:::-,r.n nn h1~ ~xpl.11n1ng 1:hr. 

~m:eJ fur. ~~t.~urrn~l lrainlng ln famlly eclucat1on - wbich is tn~ 1atesc t ocus ot 
~hls attention ln his congregatlon. 

2. To summarize: Rabbi Schulweis has practiced a model of t~r~a~l~n~i~n~~~~~~-
la "'a,mbers of the con re atlon to assume k ducational role5 al e 
Qro onals. e eve ope hat n a pa~a-rabbln1rs program and ls now 
expanding it to a training family educators who wlll work 1n homes, famll:t to 
id..!,.11lJ.Y· Th~ Lra1n1ng 1s excens1ve, But there are no mater1a1s to use or any 
teachers to do the training . The rabbis will begin the process, but who ~111 
r~rry 1t nn? There nead9 to bi a ngw type of tr~inlng A~,1~~tlnn if ~hie ic to 
have any long term success. 

3. ~ bbl Schulweis' focus ls on synagogue life, I asked 1f he saw a need to 
develop a rel nshi amon con re at1ons, JCC's a lon. He dld 3~e the 
ne~d ai·,d adw,i t:t~ tt,at ~aLl,l::. '-cu, l,c;: vv uL .... u 11:,l: 1 uul:). He wuulll ~ee Llae 
fnunc1Rt.tnn n."l ,1;,y1n,:, r1 t · riwle1] " ::.hdr]d1u11 " rol e ln i, poniiorlng form.-ti; ln whlch 
£ r ay e an en ro css lona s rom ese organ u d get to 
kn.,SlW one another s concerns an earn o bridge differences to f1nd'"'°more comiii'on 
ground. 

4. Rabbl Sch1Jlw.• e1s does not plan to attend on 6/14. 
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· J. Reimer 

Interview with Rabbi Isalah Zeldin (5/1/89) 
One hour ln hls office . 

ii1Z? P0? 

1 . In explaining the general direction of OUI work, Rahh1 Z~l~1n rr~rterl to 
~everal points , based on hi s experlence at the Stephen Wise Temple , an 
education-oriented synagogue and lts sponsored day ~chool . 

2. He believes that dlssem1nat1·on l s a crucial issue not done "'ell at present. 
He QnVf'. two P.x~mpl PO. When they beg;a,n th1f1 r paxunl 1 ng center , one vorr.an WO.:) 

hire~ h~lf tlm~ by th~ r~fnrm mnvPmPnt tn d1ssem1nate th~ model wh1oh aho dtd 
to over 90 other congregations. When she asked for more tlme to support tho~c 
sltes, she was re !used. No further dissemination h<1s taken place s ince. Al:_\O 
ht\ tH':f;f\ fnri111y 1·cu11p~ a~ • v ery promle:1ng ncv ldc.:i. Jt ha~ .!luc~eeded lh :>cvc:Lnl 

plif,P:'\ In r~llfornia, but h-s no w.J~' to oprc.:id bC}'0tid that: nai:1·vw ~1t .... l c. A 
real effort al dissemination would be crucial. 

3 . Hi s temple has set up a substantial fund to whirh teachers ln the day 
school may apply for training grants . Rabhi Z~ldln believes this ha s 
stimulated teacher initiative to plan their own professional development and 
has a llowed for innovative pract i ces such as sending general studies teacherB 
to Israel to learn Judaica to incorporate into their classrooms. 
(Interestingly, the temple does not extend this to teachers in the 
supplementary school ~nrl the rabbi does not belleve they should.) 

~

4. Rabbi Ze ldin belleve3 there ar~ certain po~ltJon~ that are lacking whtch 
could hP. r:rur.lnl for hoth dissan,1n~t1on :ind t r.Jlning 0£ per.:,e,w.~l. He ... !Le::> 
the example of a c~•oro lnator tor tlir. <'ln7.Pn rP form day school ~. Thoee achQQ l~ 
lidvt: 110 way now ot cons1:=1t.f':nt.ly f\h,HlnCJ or networ ~1 ng, ~rnd }'Ct one .:1dd!t:l.onal 
person cou ld make a real difference. 

5. He sees federations and foundations playing a ~lgnlflcant role 1£ they 
could subvent the co~ Jewish e~ucatlon f or lies. Especially for day 
,;rhnnlc.. ut .1ao or su lcn,cn .:uy ~choel~, h~ tlal11•.=> \..v::>l 1~ au lncfeaslng 
£,___~: eep n9 students a~ay. erhaps a campaign to support Jewi sh -
learnJnq, l\s tor cir.nnmlnnf-lnn:'\, hP belle",u th€-~' h3ve little role to ploy 
beyond producing materials. Education is not their pt1orJty and hence not 
really their active domain . 

~,Rabbi Zeldin 1~ not plannl~q to atiena C/14 mr.P.t.lnq. HP'n apprec1.te 
~announclng the dates for next year now to allow him to plan ln advance to come. 
::J 
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Herman D. Stein, Jonathan Woocher 
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May 17, 1989 
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Attached, for your information, are reports of interviews with Eli Evans 
and Maurice Corson conducted by Henry L. Zucker. 
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Arthur J. Naparstek 
TO: ~-=---'V'""i..,r~g;,.,1....,· n,.._1...,· a..._F ........ _Lec,u;v_.i~---

""..c 
O(l'AR:IM£Nl/Pl.4N1 LOCA110N 

SUBJECT: INTERVIEW WITH ELI EVANS 

.. 

DATE: _ _2Ll5/8_9 ___ _ 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: _ __ _ 

I met wi th Eli Evans on May 11 , 1989 at his office for about one hour. Part of 
our agenda was devoted to another subject and our discussion about the 
Commission lasted perhaps 30-40 minutes. 

It is clear that Eli believes we should not put the emphasis at the June 14 
meeting on an implement&tion mechanism; rather we should come up with some 
ideas and should begin to point to what we will eventually be reporting and how 
we will implement our emphases on personnel and on community and financing. We 

fi
rl,should make it c l ear that we hope to come up with new ideas and with money. 

~ /1 For exampl e, Eli believes that there is a need for funds for a national pension 
~ ~I system for education personnel. He believes chere should be a fund for Jewish 
?" II education built on the model of the National Endowment for the Arts. 

Eli believes that the Commission has made good progress, but that there is now 
some impatience to get at more specific ideas . 

li referred to his prior discussion with Seymour Fox. Seymour suggested the 
ossibility of a national fund for the IJE, possibly in the neighborhood of $50 

million. Evans believes there is not a chance to raise a fund of this size. 

IIEvans believes that a fund of any considerable size would have to begin with a 
\major contribution from Mandel, Bronfman, and Crown. 

We reviewed the personnel option, the community option, and the implementation 
mechanism and the need for a follow up of each by the Commission. It is clear 
that El i believes that the implementation mechanism should grow out of prior 
discussions about the enabling options and the related programmatic options. 
He believes it is necessary for the commissioners co become excited about the 
need for improvement in education pnd about the possibility of bringing about 
improvements. 

72752 (8 / 81) PRINTED IN U.S .A. 
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Arthur J. Naparstek 
TO: Virginia F, Levi 

NAMC 

o rrAAJMI Nl,,..LAN1 LO("'Att(lN 

SUBJECT: COMMISSION INTERVIEW WITH RABBI MAURICE CORSON 
ON MAY 11, 1989 , ONE HOUR AT THE LAGUARDIA AIRPORT 
AND IN THE LIMOUSINE ON THE WAY TO HIS NEW YORK OFFICE 
LARRY HOSES PARTICIPATED IN SOME OF THE INTERVIEW 

DATE: 5/15/89 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

Corson is skeptical about the mechanism to follow up the findings of the 
Commission. He believes that Seymour Fox knew before the Commission was 
organized what sort of follow -up mechanism should be developed. Corson 
believes that while there is need of a follow-up mechanism, it is not a good 
idea to establish a new IJE agency. Rather, the function should be assigned co 
JESNA. 

The Wexner Foundation would not support an independent IJE. It probably would 
support a JESNA department for the same purpose. 

Corson is very touchy on the idea of financial support of the Commission's 
recommendations because he made it clear in advance that in joining the 
Commission, he was not implying that Wexner would take on a financial 
obligation to support the Commission's findings. I made it clear that all 
financial support for ideas which emerge from the Commission would be strictly 
on a volunteer basis . Participating foundations would take on financial 
support in areas in which they have a specific interest. 

Corson commented that there are serious splits in the organizational 
functioning of all three denominations, and that this will probably have a 
negative effect on the ability of the denominations to be helpful in carrying 
out ideas developed by the Commission. For example, anything recommended by 
the Hebrew Union College is likely to be ignored or opposed by the Union of 
American Hebrew Congregations . 

In general, Corson was supportive of the work of the Commission. He believes 
it will produce a report which will have substantial influence on Jewish 
education. He made it clear that the Wexner Foundation has a deep interest in 
Jewish education and is already supporting major efforts in this field and will 
continue to do so. 

72752 (8/ 81) PRINTED IN US A . 
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Attached, for your information, are reports of interviews with Norman Lamm 
and lsmar Schorsch conducted by Annette Hochstein. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW or COMMISSIONER 

1 . COMMISSIONER: OR. NORMAN LAMM 

2. INTERVIEWER: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

3. DATE: APRIL 3, 1989 

P.2/2 

4. SETTING: OR. LAMM' S OFFICE AT YESHIVA UNIVERSITY 

5. DURATION: l HOUR 

6. SUMMARY: 

As in previous meeting& with Lamm, the conversation centered 
primarily on what the Commission would yield for the training 
institution&. The message - essentially unchanged since our 
first meeting - is : 11 we must get going. Meetings and talking 
are time consuming and there has been p l enty or that. In the 
meanwhile we do not have the runds needed to pay our faculty or 
to give scholarships to our students" . .• 

We discussed possible demonstration sites. We discussed how 
training programs might be built up and strengthened through 
their role in training for demonatration centers. Norman Lamm was 
quite interested in the training possibilities of such projects. 

When adressing the content of training (what the training of 
Jewish educators should consist of), the issue of the goals of 
education came up. I expected N.L. to deal at this point with 
the ideas of Centrist Orthodox education. Instead, he chose to 
make a strong point of the pluralistic nature of YU' s Azrieli 
school of Education: "It is an ideologically neutral program; in 
fact it is a content-neutral program which concerns itself 
primarily with administration." 

N.L. believes the Commiss~on should immediately undertake a best
practices program, both for seeing what can be replicated and f o r 
rinding out what works well and i& good. 

He repeated his view that efforts should be made to develop day
high-schools, because "this is the age when you can most influence 
the young person". He urged that excellent model- high-schools 
should be established 

Altogether Lamm is supportive of the Commission and its work, but 
impatient with its process, hoping it will yield concrete 
outcomes soon. 

l 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW or COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: DR . ISMAR SCHORSH 

2. INTERVIEWER: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

3. DATE: APRIL 3, 1989 

4. SETTING: DR. SCHORSH'S OFFICE AT JTS 

::; • DUnATI:OU: 1 noun 

6. SPIRIT: CHALLENGING ANO INVOLVED AND INTERESTED 

The purpose of this meeting was to present the evolution of our 
thinking since the last Commission meeting and particularly to 
present the idea of demonstration centers and possibly of the 
"ii". I introduced the two topics - demonstration centers and a 
mechanism for implementation. 

Dr Schorsch raised the issue o! local versus national e!!orts -
pnint.inCJ nut. t .hHt in his view what 15 really n~~Q.~~ for personnel 
is a major national effort at recruitment and at training . We 
discussed how local efforts might be linked to the national 
service organizations. Dr Schorsch ra i sed the question of the 
national str uctures - their roles and r elative importance. 
Clearly, as head of a national institution he sees the role of 
service deliverers - such as JTSA or the Conservative movement -
as very important. 

He raised the question o! what will be the institutions dealing 
with Jewish Education and which inst i tution it should be . What is 
and should be the relative i mportance of BJE's, Federations, 
denominations, congregations etc • . 

I presented the staff's work &ince December, including a briefly 
detailed illustration of demonstration sites . Dr Schorsch 
cautioned us against the danger of planning improvements 
extensively through existing personnel, rather than with 11 new 
blood". He suggested that the way to bring in new personnel 
would be by attempting a direct move at recruitment for training 
programs:"if the Commission could bring about the recruitment of 
several hundred young people into Jewish Education over the next 
5 to 10 years, and train them adequately, then the Commission 
will haVQ made a significant difference." we discussed numbers. 
I . S. suggested that if 40 additional people would be trained 
annually this could have a signi!icant impact. We discussed this 
figure in the light of the 30,000 or so educators in the field. 

1 
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Dr Schorsch pn1ntPn t.n t.hA f~~t that many new prof~$~1Q~~l 
poaitions are b~ina r.rPr1t.An hy fP.dP.raticns and other c;omm~n~l 
organizations: the Col'llll\ission should be directly pre-occupied 
with increasing the qualified personnel for these. 

I presented the "ii'' in some detail and we discussed the various 
functions - particularly the Community interface function. We 
discussed how the "ii" would be able to launch a multi-pronged 
attack on the problem - dealing with training and recruitme nt as 
well as with profession building, job- development etc. I. s. 
cautioned us against a mechanism that would be too complex and 
too expensive. 

Note : this was a challenging meeting, by far the best of the 4 I 
have had so far with r.s. as regards concern and involvement with 
Jewish Education. I.S. reflected positively on the work done by 
the commission. I told him that Mr Mandel would probably call 
him and might want to meet to discuss the institutional issue. 
I.S. seemed to look positively upon that idea. 

2 
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NOTES FOR MEETING WITH DR. !SMAR SCHORSCH 

I. GOAL 

To enlist Or. Schorsch's support and assistance in reaching 
out to other key con~tituencies within the Conservative 
movement on behalf of the Commission 

II. SUGGESTED TALKING POINTS 

1. A5 the Commission begins to move toward an action plan for 
implementing its recommendations, the synagogues, rabbinate, 
and educators of the Conservative movement (as well as 
Reform, Orthodox, and Reconstructionist) neQd t o bQ brought 
into the process. 

2. The specific groups with whom we feel the Commission should 
be developing a relationship include: 

3. the lcadcrchip of the United Synagogue (congregational 
1:u III uf t.he 1\)vvement) and its education Commission and 
Department 

b. the leadership of the Rabbinical Assembly (Conservative 
rabbinic organization) 

c. t he professional educators of the movement (their group 
is the Jewish Educators Assembly) 

3. We want to be able to inform them of the progress of the 
Commission , and qet jnput". f'rom T.hP.m rP.grtrding how t hey cr:in 
and would want to be involved in advancing the Commission' s 
work. 

tlOTE : A decision will need to be made by MLM and staff a s to the 
extent of input we seek from these constituencies at this stage 
into both the formulation of the Commission's recommendations 3nd 
the action plan, ann CTP.fin1ng ~hP.ir potentinl role in the 
i mplementation of the action plan developed by the commisGion. 

ram assuming that Joe Reimer will be consulting with some of the 
same consli lut:rn . .:1~8 un his pape:r on the synagogue• s role. in 
Jewish education, and that this will provide a measure of 
involvement in the formulation process . However, I suspect that 
this will not be seen as constituting consultation at the highest 
leve.l between the CommisGion lcadcrchip and the leadership of the 
rabbinic, congregationdl, (1 ml .1,.a·uf~s::.iunal educatvl." 
constituencies of the Conservative movement . 

There i s a range of issues on which these constituencies may have 
strong views -- on the questions of, e.g., how we can deal with 
the per~onnel problems of synr1gng11P. fichool s; or, how rabbis 



should be involved in community planning for Jewish education - 
and their responses might inform the Commission report and 
recommendations. The p otential danger is that their thinking may 
not conform to the general directions already set. Thus, we must 
decide how extensive and far- ranging we want their input to be. 

4 . we would like Or . Schorsch's thinking on h ow best to do 
this, and his assistance in facilitating this communication. 

III. POSSIBLE DESIRABLE OUTCOME 

Dr . Schorsch agrees to host a meeting of other Conservative 
movement leaders with Commission leadership/staff to discuss 
the Commission's work and r eceive their input (a la meetings 
wi t h Federat ion preside nts and e xecutives). 

9/20/89 - Jonathan Woocher 
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Attached, for your information, are reports of interviews of the following 
commissioners conducted by Seymour Fox. 

1. Mona Ackerman 
2. David Arnow 
3. Charles Bronfman 
4. Lester Crown 
5. Eli Evans 
6. David Hirschhorn 
7 . Isadore Twersky 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: DR, MONA ACKERMAN 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: 

PLACE: 

Summary: 

MAY 5 1 1989 

NEW YORI< CITY 

1:00 P.M. 

Mona Ackerman is very excited about the work of the Conunission 
and thinks that it will serve as a catalyst tor all activities in 
Jewish education. Her main interest is in model early childhood 
day care, which she sees as related to family education. 

She believes that a rationale has to be developed of why Jewish 
continuity can be built through day care, and that's something 
sh~'d like to be involved in. 

She would be happy to participate in a sub-group of the funders. 
She certainly thinks the funders should be brought together and 
was very concerned, and brought this up several times, that the 
funding be thought about before we go into a demonstration site. 
She understood the idea of demonstration site quickly and thought 
that her own day care interests could find their expression 
there. 

She then brought up something which I imagine will accompany us 
throughout our work. She said that she has to make a large 
contribution in New .York City. "If your demonstration site could 
have something to do with my work in New York city, I can give a 
great deal of money. If it is going to be outside of New York 
City, I don't know how much money I can give." 

She thought all the funders should be asked to contribute some 
money now to a feasibility study about the demonstration site. 
She said, "If any one of the funders is not ready to contribute, 
they ought to be thrown off the Commission. 11 

She is the first person who asked us to serve as a broker for 
her. She asked us particularly to meet with Dr. Alvin Schiff and 
work out with him what her role could be in New York city in the 
area or day care. Schiff had mentioned something to me about this 
and now I understand that he has been negotiating with her as 
well. She thought that we could be a broker without a vested 
interest and could represent her in tenns of content. 

1 
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She also asked that we be in touch with Kathy Hat who is her 
right a rm on the foundation. 

She seems to be fairly close to Eli Evans and she is ready to 
join small groups. She has some problems about the meeting on the 
14th, because her son is graduating from Ramaz that same day. I 
think if we remind her and encourage her, she will come to all or 
most of the meeting. 

Again, we are reminded of how important it is to get the funders 
together. I think that she also must be tnet with regularly to 
keep her on board. 

2 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: MR. DAVID ARNOW 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: FRIDAY, MAY 5 1 1989, 10:30 A.M. 

PLACE: NEW YORK CITY 

Summary: 

P .4/ 14 

David Arnow began the interview by reminding us, as he had said 
to Annette, that he did not see continuity as the ultimate value, 
but rather the content of Judaism. 

He was intrigued by the possibility that in the demonstration 
site each of the movements would be challenged to develop its own 
conception of philosophy of education, and thus the content of 
the Judaism that it wanted to perpetuate. He had some doubts 
about whether the movements could really produce an et!ective 
definition of Judaism. 

He thought that the ii could be an interesting way of seeing that 
demonstration site s were truly implemented. 

He r8ll1inded us of the sensitive issues involved in evaluation and 
the special kind of people that must carry out evaluation in 
order to prevent the participants i n a demonstration site from 
feeling defensive. This same issue returned in the conversations 
with Mona Ackerman and Eli Evans. 

Mr. Arnow strongly feels that the Commission should continue to 
do its work and is concerned about the idea of the ii replacing 
the Commission. He thinks that in light of the effort that has 
been made to create such a group, it would be a mistake to 
disband it, even after creating an ii, and even though he had the 
sense that he might be invited to participate in the ii. I 
believe that he would be interested in funding part of the 
program as well. 

He brought up the issue of parent education which he thinks is 
very important. The importance of Hebrew was again brought up by 
him. He was concerned about Jews being very defensive about their 
Jewishness and wanted some balanced sense of identity. He brought 

l 
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up the whole question of Israel, which he believes ought to be 
central to any conception of Jewish education, as it is central 
today to any conception of Jewish identity. He thinks that if 
Israel is anything less than a magnet for Jews, Jewish education 
will suffer greatly. 

He is also someone whom we ought to continue to work with 
carefully between Commission meetings. I think he is a potential 
funder. He was concerned about the issue of marketing. He felt 
that marketing, or what we might call diffusion, was a very 
important matter to be carerully incorporated into the work of 
the ii to make sure that it was not merely one demonstration site 
that we were talking about. 

He wants to participate in small group meetings around particular 
topics. He would be a good person to join with Hirschhorn and 
possibly Evans on the issue of research. 

He will be attending the meeting on the 14th. 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: MR. CHARLES BRONFMAN 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: MAY 4, 1989 

PLACE: MONTREAL, CANADA - - LUNCH 12:30 P.M. 

sununacy: 

Mr. Bronflllan invited the new director of his foundation, Mr. Tom 
Axeworthy, and Mr. Stan Erm.an, a member or h i s s taff who has 
participated in previous interviews, to join us at the meeting . 

Charles Bronfman listened carefully as I described the 
demonstration site and the possibility of a demonstration site 
being a ful l community or something smaller than that. 

Upon hearing that, Mr. Bronfman made a distinction between his 
role on the commission where he wants to be a good commissioner, 
and his own "selfish" interest -- that is, in the work of his own 
foundation. Mr. Axeworthy and Mr. Erman then described several of 
the projects that the Bronfman Foundation has decided to 
undertake, such as twinning Diaspora schools w 1th Israeli 
schools, particularly in the area of schools; doing work in the 
teaching of Israel in the Diaspora; increasing the number of 
groups that come to Israsl as well as improving the impact of 
these groups . They are also talking about a training program for 
the staff or Israel Experience groups. 

We then considered the impact that the Israel Experience could 
have if it were related to other aspects of an educational 
program in a de1nonstration sita, such as the community center, 
the day school, or the supplementary school. Those schools could 
introduce the Israel Experience into the curriculum and take 
advantage of the youngsters' experience when they returned. 
Charles thought that was an interesting point and seemed to be 
supportive of the idea of demonstration site. 

We then proceeded to the issue of the ii, and Charles began to 
ask questions about how much it would cost, I told him I had no 
idea. He asked some perceptive questions about whether this 
should be a separate entity or a part of JESNA or some other 
organization. I lett all those matters open. He felt that the 
funders ought to get together and begin to discuss the total 
package. He asked whether others, such as Mona Ackerman, were 
interestea in participating in a demonstrate site. I said I did 
not know as I hadn't seen her. (As you will see later in my 

1 
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interview with Mona Ackerman, she's very much interested in doing 
this, perhaps more so at this time than any of the other people 
that I have interviewed.) 

Charles then used a part of the meeting to talk about problems of 
Israeli education. I believe this was in light of several of the 
possible projects that his own foundation is considering. 

I found Charles to be very involved in the work of the Commission 
and very complimentary about the "Mandel" Commission. I believe 
that a good deal of time should be invested particularly in Mr. 
Bronfman and aleo in Mr. Axeworthy and Mr . Erman . I think Mort 
must continue to meet with Charles. He will be attending the 
meeting on the 14th, although he will have to leave after lunch 
to go to Kansas city. 

I think that we should be in touch with Charles one more time 
betore the meeting and possibly suggest a role for him at the 
meeting, including so~e comments that be might make that would be 
useful. He certainly wants to play that role . 

2 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: MR. LESTER CROWN 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE.: MONDAY, MAY 8, 1989 10:J0-12 : 30 P.M. 

PLACE: CHICAGO, ILL. 

summary: 

P.8/14 

Mr. crown reiterated his interest in having the Commission wait 
for the results of the work of individual foundations and build 
on their results ( as he hd mentioned in his meeting with Mr. 
Mandel in New York in April). Thus we would know what works 
before we went into any kind of macro activity. 

Susan crown and Barbara Manilow attending the meeting as well. 

Mr . Crown like the idea of discussing what we know currently from 
best practice and putting that together in first conceptions of 
what demonstration sites could be, but continued to r eturn to 
giving the foundations an oppor tunity to 0 do their thing. 11 

On the other hand, he is looking for whatever possible input the 
Com.mission could have in the work of his foundation and he 
thought that other foundations are equally interested. 

He described his own conversations with Larry Tisch and trying to 
get him to offer his expertise and understanding of the media for 
the wor k of Jewish education. He also described his conversations 
with Evans on this issue. 

Mr . Crown sees essentially two major roles of the Commission: one 
is to stimulate the interest of individuals, funders and 
foundations . He beleives that the Commission has already 
succeeded in doing this . Second is to market, diffuse, distribute 
information on anything related to best practice, to vision, etc . 

He showed a good deal of interest in the Cleveland Commission and 
I promised him that we would send the report of the Cleveland 
commission . He would like rnost of this material to be funneled 
not only through h i m, but through Barbara Manilow and Susan 
Crown. I agreed to stay in contact, not only with Mr. Crown, but 
with Barbara and Susan . 

Mr. Crown will not be able to attend the meeting on the 14th; he 
will be at the Air Show in Paris selling airplanes. 

1 
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In the conversation, much interest was expressed about the area 
of personnel. They brought to my attention one project which they 
believe has had some impact in Chicago in the area of general 
education. It's called the Golden Apple Award, and its director 
is Oren Geerof. The Foundation of Excellence i n Teaching. (The 
nwnber is 312-407- 0006 . ) 

Jonathan Woocher is going to be involved in a series of 
consultations for the Crown Foundation and I think we ought to 
coordinate our efforts with his. They have not settled on their 
area o! work . 

Mr. Crown thinks it would be useful to arrange a meeting of the 
funders and he would be willing t participate in it. I think we 
ought to plan that meeting as soon as we can. 

In this meeting Mr. Crown showed a great deal of interest and 
support for the work of the Commission and though he will be 
missed on the 14th, I think that his absence should not be 
interpreted as lack of interest. 

Despite the fact that he was under great business pressure, he 
carried on a full meeting and devoted a good deal of energy and 
time to our agenda. 

2 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: DR. ELI EVANS 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1989 -- 3:30 P.M. 

PLACE: NEW YOR CITY 

summary: 

P.10/14 

I had a two and a half hour meeting with Eli Evans, which was 
..1. very useful. He was quite skeptical about the concept of 
'f demonstration site and ii throughout most of the meeting. 

\

Before the meeting ended, he was able to see some value in it, 
but still felt that we were missing the main point which was the 
broad issues that he thought the Commission should present to the 
Jewish community -- issues such as how to effect families; the 
role of women and their relationship to the professions; what is 
likely to have a real impact in Jewish education, etc. 

~tl\He felt the real role of the Commission was to set the agenda for 
~liphilanthropy for the next 10-20 years, and that this is something 

we ought not neglect. He felt that t · on was a very 
· important entity and ou ht to b t ued. He warned us about 

the complicated proble nvo ve n e aluation. One of the 
issues that he thinks is major is the issue of the unaffiliated. 
He thinks that this is a great moment in the history of Jewish 
life, a time to emphasize the big issues. He also felt that his 
own matter of the media should be given sufficient attention. 

\

Later in the meeting he saw some value in the suggestion or 
demonstration site, but still felt that we might be defining our 
outconies too narrowly. He also warned against putting all our 
emphasis on one approach. 

He was suprised to hear that we had specific implementation goals 
such as building a demonstration site, and warned us that this 
should not be undertaken unless there was approximately $10 
million a year to be spent on the project. 

1 
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Dr. Evans was very constructive throughout; he just d i sagreed. At 
the end of the meeting he said that he certainly felt a 
demonstration site was an approach, providing it was sufficiently 
funded. 

By the end of the meeting he suggested some kind of a balance 
between the broad issues and the issue of a demonstration site. 
He said the ii depended entirely on who the personnel would be; 
that unless the right person was put into the ii, it was better 
not to begin with it. 

I He continued to emphasize that he thought the purpose of the 
Commission would be to list the issues, and set the agenda for 
the next decade or two. 

He indicated that many of the funders would be looking toward 
what the Mandel Foundation decided to do in this area to give 
them some conception of the proportions thai;.., are being 
considered. 

He was also very much interested in the question of yordim and 
their impact on the American Jewish community, as well as on the 
area of Jewish education. 

'

He would be willing to participate in small groups , especially a 
small group on evaluati on together with Hirschhorn, Arnow, etc. 

He intends to participate in the meeting on the 14th. 

2 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: MR. DAVID HIRSCHHORN 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: 

PLACE: 

summary: 

MAY 3, 1989 

BALTIMORE, MD. 

3:00-5:00 P.M. 

P.12/14 

This was my second meeting with Mr, Hirschhorn. It was another 
excellent meeting, Mr. Hirschhorn definitely wants to be involved 
in the work of the Commission and has particular interests which 
fit within the general work of the commission, and particularly 
the work ot the ii. 

I reviewed with him the conception of demonstration site, leaving 
open the exact definition, with the possibilities ranging from a 
whole community to several schools in different communities. He 
made some important points regarding the politics of working with 
any particular community. 

Ha understood the need for a mechanism to carry this out, and is 

V
very supportive of the idea of the ii. Again, he returned to his 
two major interests which are research-evaluation goal setting, 
and encouraging the various denominations to work out their 
goals, to articulate them, and to decide what practice is likely 
to lead to their goals . 

He saw the evaluation and monitoring aspect of the work of the ii 
as very important, and I think he would be particularly 
interested in being involved with this . 

~ 
He brought up the question of federation grant-giving and its 
relationship to Jewish education, He is concerned about the fact 
that we have very little by way of evaluation to guide 
federations as they make decisions. He continuously referred to 
his own role in the Baltimore Federation. 

Another topic that is of importance to him is the supplementary 
school and he wants to find out how much can be done in a 
supplementary school, We discussed the fact that there are 
several supplementary schools in the United States that appear to 
be successful. He thought it would be useful to study those 
schools, to see what it is that makes them "successful" and 
decide whether they could be replicated. 

1 
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n 
He would be happy to participate in small group meetings related 
to the issue of research or the s upplementary school. He was 
ready to speak at the next meeting of the Commission on t he issue 

~of research and the supplementary school. I promised to get back 
~to him to tell him whether this wou l d be useful. 

~He mentioned the importance of bringing Bob Hiller into the inner 
group. Mr. Hirschhorn is also concerned wltii the issue of 
profession-building and thought that this was going to be one of 
the key issues and challenges for the Commission. 

I think we have a very supportive member of the commission who is 
happy to particpate and be active. 

At the end of the interview, Mr. Hirschhorn thought it would be 
useful for me to meet with several other members of the Blaustein 
family. He proceeded to discuss with them the work ot the 
commission and described it, I thought, very ettectively. 

Mr. Hirshhorn is expecting to attend the meeting on the 14th. 

MAY 22 ' 89 5:44 8 
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TOWARDS THE THIRD COMMISSION MEETING 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONERS 

COMMISSIONER NAME: PROF. ISADORE TWERSKY 

INTERVIEWER: SEYMOUR FOX 

DATE: THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1989 

PLACE: BOSTON, MA., 5:00 P.M. 

summary: 

P . 14/1~ 

Prof. Twersky was very interested in the concept of a 
demonstration site. He thinks that "best practice" must be 
rewarded and that it is even more important than any of the work 
with the training institutions. He believes that working with 
people on the job, training on the job (as he has said all along) 
is the way to proceed. 

He is very concerned about the potential of the training 
institutions -- how much they can ultimately do. He thinks that 
the departments of Judaica in various universities could do a 
great deal. 

He believes that the commission ought to charge the ii with a 

m
very specific mission statement which limits the role of the ii, 
so that it can't do just anything. He was interested in the ii as 
a successor organization. I think he would be happy to serve as 
and an active member of the board. 

He generally supports the idea of an ii and I think that he would 
be happy to participate actively in the meeting on the 14th, 
which he plans to attend. 

~ 
I think Prof. Twersky has a great deal to off er regarding the 
content of a demonstration site, as well as the training programs 
that would accompany these demonstration sites. 

I will be seeing Prof. Twersky again in Israel on May 23rd. 

1 
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Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Horton L. Mandel, 
Joseph Reimer, Arthur Rotman, Herman D. Stein, 
Jonathan Woocher, Henry L. Zucker 

Virginia F. Levi 

May 26, 1989 

Attached, for your information, is a report of an interview with Bennett 
Yanowitz conducted by Arthur Naparstek . 
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INTERVIEW WITH 
BENNETT YANOWITZ 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
MAY 23, 1989 

I . Progress Report on Commission Activities Since the December 13 Meeting 

I reviewed with Bennett Yanowitz the progress the Commission has made. 
Specifically, we focused on the consensus that came out of the December 
13th meeting. I asked Ben if he agreed that commissioners were 
comfortable with the idea that the Commission's mission was to bring 
about across-the-board change on a systemic level and to focus on 
implementation. I also reviewed with Ben the framework which was 
agreed to by the Commission at the December 13th meeting. The 
framework includes the identification of personnel and community as 
enabling options and the identification, without prioritizing, of 23 
other programmatic options. 

Ben pointed out that the challenge before the Commission is to bring 
about implementation. 

II . Implementation 

I reviewed with Ben that in thinking about implementation, we need to 
look at education on a local level. He agreed with that perspective. 
I then put forward the idea of the development of demonstrations. At 
that point Ben indicated that before we begin thinking of 
demonstrations or any other mechanism related to implementation, we 
need to assess the problem and get a group of commissioners to talk it 
through. Let people begin thinking of what personnel means in 
relationship to implementation on a local level. 

Ben spoke of JESNA's emerging role in this area. JESNA is committing 
more and more time to the issues of personnel. Last month, JESNA's 
Executive Committee approved the concept of JESNA becoming the 
organization that could house an endowment for Jewish education. The 
JESNA goal is to raise $10 million for the endowment. 

He then asked me if I thought this would compete with the Commission. 
I turned the question back to him, his response being that he and 
Woocher discussed the problem of competition and felt that the needs in 
the field were great , and if the Commission only focused on community 
and personnel and not all the programmatic options, there would not be 
any competition. I pointed out that there was a relationship between 
personnel, community and the programmatic options. 

III . Summary of Interview with Bennett Yanowitz 

Bennett Yanowitz can be an eloquent spokesperson for the Commission . 
He understands the issues well . We are going to have to reconcile how 
a Commission-initiated mechanism will differ from what JESNA is 
planning with regard to the Endowment Fund . 
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June S, 1989 

Attached, for your information, are reports on interviews with Lester 
Pollack conducted by Jonathan Woocher; Henry Koschitzky, Donald Mintz and 
Charles Ratner conducted by Arthur Naparstek ; and Esther Leah Ritz 
conducted by Annette Hochstein. 



REPORT OU HEETit~G WITII LESTER POLLAC:K, 6/ 1/89 

Submitted by Jonathan Woochcr 

J met wit:h l.ester Pollack in his o(ficc. Uesp1tc- 111ii;!.in9 lhc 
las t Commission meeting, Lester appeared very posit ivc i\bout <llld 
committed to the work of the Commission. 

J revicw£!d the development of the Commiss.jon•s agenda, and 
especially the decision to focus on the areas of personnel ~nd 
community support. He unde rstood ond a ccepted lh<? rationale f o r 
this decision. He raised the question, huwev~r, of why, if eo 

Ill 
many other major suli:,;lc:,ntivc areas continue to merit attenl ion, 
the Commission should not be an ongoing venture. The 
Commission's goals and the issues of Jewish e:ducational change 
will remain relevant for quite some timt!. Thet·efore, he 
cuggestgd, the work on personnel and co.nmunity support might only 
be the tir~t phase. or it~ activity. He also r3iccd the issuo of 

ltrying to spawn local replicas of the commission to conlinue the 
work, much in the way in which local JCCs established Maximizing 
committees after the model of the JWB commission. 

I outlined the current t h inking regarding a possibl~ mechanj!:>m 
for carrying the work of lhe Commission into implerr.entation. lie 
strongly agreed that the Commission must produce more th~n ~ 
reporL. He w'as l ess interested in the detai l s of the proposed 
implementation mechanicm . He indicated that at this point he 
f e ll the Commission must focus on the substance o( what il wisl1cs 
to say, ~nd that it would be sufficient for Mort to state that 
the izsue of implementation was very much on the minds o f the 

'

lanning group, that a report would not be the final product, 
na, perhaps, Lu h~L up a s~all group of oommi E~ionor~ t o lnn~ in 
ore detail c:it i mplementation options with a mandate to report 
ack at some Gubscguent meeting. 

~ ~He f elt that the meeting on June 14 should focus on substance, 
T II not pi.vc...~::,::.. He. ou-:1-:1.:..:Jted ~hat propococt " chapter hP;lrl i nq;c;" of n 

!'in.ll rgpprt bQ prest?nt~ri by staff for discus!iion. These would 
outl i nP. the ma or s s w s the Corn:nission · l 
focus on. ssum1 ng agreement. j G reached on Ll1i: topics whi ch th<> 
reporl should cover , he suggested thal the Commission 
sub~equently divide into sub-group~, each of which would as~um0 
respohsi61i1€y for one of the maJor sections. Papers would be 
prepared tot· discussion by tnese groups , aml Liu:: yLvU}:,3 wvuld 
eventually Leport back to the Com~ission as a whole with dri\(t~ 
of the: sectionz . 

Lesµ:.r \·! i ll be at lhe Cor.imission ir.cetjr,g on June 14, although h e 
~~11 have to leave at 2 : 00 pm. 



TELEPHONE INTERVIEY YITH 
HENRY KOSCHITZKY 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
JUNE 1, 1989 

The purpose of this interview was to bring Henry Koschitzky up to date on 
developments since the December meeting of the Commission. 

Henry indicated, at the start of the interview, that he would be unable to 
attend the meeting as unavoidable business plans have now come up. 

"However, he reiterated that he is very committed and interested in 
Commission activities and looks forward to getting all the information. 

I reviewed with him th~ progress since t h e last meeting. Henry agreeo 
there was a strong consensus following the second meeting, particularly as 
it related to personnel and community. However he pointed out that many 
of the commissioners had different priorities related to personEel. 
Although all agreed w!th personnel, some saw personnel only in the context 
of dax ~hools. Others saw personnet in the context of early childhood or 
family programs, e~ He went on to say that people tied personnel to 
their own pet proj~ts. Somehow or other the Commission will have to 
reconcile t hat problem. 

Henry is very supportive of an implementation strate&y which flows frgm a 
national mechani§ld. however his concept is somewhat different in that he 

preter ct& Commission initiating national osed to 

The point in Henry's telling me 
program but about the notion of 
different t es of nee ·n the 
developed, Henry ee s strongly 
that it should be catalytic and 
terms of creating opportunities 
personnel from one community to 

It's a 

in 

of the program was no t as much about the 
creating seneric pro&rams that wiJJ m'-t 
ersonnel area. If a mechanism is 

that it should not be service-oriented, 
l everage funds and specifically, deal in 
for new personnel not , in effect, stealing 
another. 

Henry is very supportive of Commission work. He would prefer to 1i,,ork in 
samll 5roufs on s ecific aspects of the Commission a enda. A task force 
approach ana/or sma g ngs ur1ng Commission convenings would be 
appropriate from his point of view. 



SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION YITH 
DONALD HINTZ 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
JUNE 1, 1989 

The discussion with Mintz was abbreviated. The major point of our talk 
was on a national mechanism. Mintz believes a national mechanism is 
lmperative but should not be incorporated as part 0£ one ot the national 
organizations such as JYB, JESNA, or CJF. Don feels that the national 
mechanism must be a ne'fftralTn°tity and not bear the burden of an existing 
organization1 s history o? staff and organizational culture. -

Mintz believes a national mechanism would be u.s~e~f~uiiooili~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
funds for local pro5rams to P.lay a networking role 
excitement and energy of the

1
Commission . 

Don Mjgcz will be at the meeting and agreed to co-chair a small §roup with 
Esther Leah Ritz. 



INTERVIE\l WITH 
CHARLES RATNER 

ARTHUR J. NAPARSTEK 
MAY 31, 1989 

The focus of this interview was somewhat different than the others in that 
the background information for commissioners had been written . Thus, 
mee ting with Ratner was not as much to get input into the document, but 
instead to bring him up to date on the developments since the second 
meeting and his opinion on anticipated directions. 

Charles Ratner brings a unique set of experiences to the Commission as 
he's been involved, on the local level, in a set of processes that were 
both suc~essful and unsuccessful in developing Jewish education 
initiatives. Chuck spoke of an initiative in 1976 in Cleveland which he 
felt was unable to live up to its promise. He felt that a key issue in 
1976 was that they did not develop a communitywide coalition by building a 
partnership between congregations, the bureau, the college, and the 

federati°f 

The Commission on Jewish Continuity, which h e co-chaired, h as been 
successtuf in that a "waft to wa ll" coalition had been developed. 
Thus, in dealing wittfthe quesion ot cfi~eria fnr GSWIBHnity ac5i22 sites, 
Chuck feels that it is very im ortant to pick communities in which su 
coalitions are rossible. erw1se e ears a we wi get involved in 
v e ry narrow tu; battles wiffi an institution within the community 
"derailing" the initiative. 

Chuck is also sensitive in terms of looking at how community action sites 
might focus their activity in terms of how you build leadership. Chuck 
feels that even though the initiative appears to be working in Cleveland, 

~ 
h e has a sense that we still have a challenge to build a core of new 

I leadership for Jewisfi educffion 10 the community. tfiuck teels the ba~e of 
leadership is still the same. 

Chuck feels an imglementation strategy will be very difficult and must be 
put within the context of as inal re ort. He said that in bus1nesfr 
a orest 1 y t ere was a ways a to refer to a base document that 
s;,rves as a blueprint for actiQn. 

He went on to say that a second reason for a strong competently written 
report is that· Commission ·ust forward an im lementation 
strategy without a report, i wou tat this came out o e minds of Commission statt. ._. ________ ..,...,. _________ .,._. __ ,_ 

Chuck is very optimistic about the Commission and believes that an 
implementation mechanism makes a great deal of sense but it must be 
developed in the context of a strong report that has agreement from all 
the key stakeholders and particularly with a broad consensus from the 
commissioners. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE THIRD MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTERVIEW OF COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: ESTHER LEAH RITZ 

2. INTERVIEWER: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

3. DATE: MAY 26, 1989 

P.2/S 

4. SETTING: TELEPHONE FROM JERUSALEM TO MILWAUKEE 

summary: 

Mrs. Ritz did not attend the second meeting - however this was 

our third opportunity to speak about it, (the first two 

conversations were brief). We reviewed what happenQd at the 

second meeting and the staff thinking since then. I related tho 

idea of demonstrations and asked for her response. 

ELR views very positively the notion of moving towards practical -outcomes and implementation in the work with the Commission . She 

says that this has to happen, ~nd it haa to happen soon becduse 

the members of the commission are mostly action-oriented people. 

They are not so much interested in studies and projections as in -
producing change. that is after all the purpose of the 

commission: to take cognizance of the problems and produce 

change, 

l 
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In the discussion on community actiOIJe '-ites, Mrs. Ritz pointed to 

the fact that it is possible to identify and recruit people 

locally; it is possible to upgrade them through resource& such as 

local colleges in the regions or communities where there are such 

colleges but a national clement will have to be introduced if we 

want to be effective. Indeed, personnel training is largely done 

at the national level and in Israel. The Co.:unission will have to 
w m a;, 

think of solutions to the shortage of personnel in terms of the 

training resources available continentally in North America and 

in Israel. 

As far as effecting the community nationally or continentally is 

concerned, ELR thinks that endorsement of tho topic of education 

by this Commission is in itsel!, a message that might affect the 

climate in the coml!1unity. Sbe believes community building should 

be both local and national. 

In her view, Cf'J is at this point still largely paying lip-service to the topic of education. "It's table is so fulll" 

On the other hand, federations can certainly take leadership for 

the local coordination of formal and informal educational 

efforts. The federations should be the conveners, leaders, 

staffers of such ef!orts. 

Mrs Ritz views positively the fact of dealing with both formal 

and informal education. This is a positive evolution since the 

report on Maximizing the Jewish Educational Effectiveness of 

Community Centers: a new dialogue between formal and informa l 

2 
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education is going on. That trend tnoved f r om the "Maxitnizing11 

report to the Jewish Education Committee, to the North American 

regional effort of that committee, to this Commission on Jewish 

Education in North America - and this is very positive. 

Returning to the topic of traini ng, she pointed to the fact that 
p 

even the national denominational programs are weak and 9«ed 
- LE L C -

strengthening. She suggested that one might want to consider a 
a 

consortium of training programs. 

The potential pool of educators in the Judaic departments of 

universities have never been approached in a systematic way to 

join Jewish education - this should be looked at. 
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TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 

Annette and Prof . Fox 
Debbie 
June 2, 1989 

JUN O 7 1989 

RE: Main points from interviews with commissioners 
prior to the third Commission meeting 

MY general comments 
1. In some of the interviews, there seems to be a bit of 
confusion about the relationship of the IJE to the demonstration 
site. Sometimes the terms are used interchangeably. In some 
cases, the functions of the IJE are applied as questions about 
demonstration centers. 

2 . Not all of the interviewee& mentioned the IJE/II by name, but 
did refer to some kind of national implementation structure. I 
listed those comments separately. 

~ 3. By far, the most negative interview was with Yitz Greenberg. 
"I" Second was Irwin Field. 

4. Comments are in alphabetical order. 

Po1itiyt •~out idea of IJE 

Appleby: Could help Toronto: could link York Univ. to HUC, YU, 
JTS . 

Arnow: IJE is good way to make sure demonstration sites are 
implemented and that ideas are diffused. Marketing of ideas will 
be a crucial role for IJE. Interested in participating in IJE but 

~ ~does~'t thi~k the Commission should be disbanded just because t he 
IJE is created. 

Bronfman: Asked about cost and whether or not it should be part 
'I' of JESNA. 

"°"'~Coleman: sound idea but functions have to be carefully thought 
~out. W'-'should carry on the Commission's work. Should be the 

~·~ Vconscience of American Jewry , make periodic reports on Jew. ed. , 
~"'~ offer authoritative information; shouldn't turn into another 
~ JESNA, but perhaps can help build JESNA up to leadership 
~ position. 

'irEvans: IJE must grow out of pr evious discussions on enabling 
1' options and related programmatic options. Commissioners need t o 

get excited about the possibility of improvement .. 

1 
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Green: Board of IJE shouldn't be influenced by the funders 
preferences. IJE will be a forum tor articulating, evaluating a 
dream and securing the people to make the dream into an 
educational reality . 

Hirschhorn: Very s~pportive of the idea, especially interested 
in evaluation and monitoring aspect. -

Lainer: An implementation mechanism could help communities 
articulate its own goals and evaluate its programs and 
disseminate its successes . 

Lee: Get the educators involved with it as early as possible. 

Lipsett: 
it. 

Understands need 7 research should be a major part of 

Ritz: Very positive about idea of moving towards implementation; 
it should be done soon., as commissioners are action-oriented 
people. 

Rosenthal: Exciting, but how will operational decisions be made? 
How will it develop conceptual basis for guiding change (e.g. how 
will it determine standard& tor professional development)? 

Shapiro: An IJE will only be effective it it involves all the 
major playe~ • to federation p, sy_nagogues, d~ 
s~s. , Yeshivas, t e Gruss tund, etc. (sounds like ther€7s 
some confus1on Between demonst'"r1rtion site and IJE) 

'lversky: Mission of IJE should be narrowly defined so it can't 
do anything it wants to d o. 

~ Sk1ptical about IJE 

Bieler: Focus on i mplementation rather than on content is too 
abstract; worried that too much time is being spent on ""'t~h~e~--=-
process of processing. Problem with IJE is it involves 

J partnership with e:xisting institutions which are committed to 
I non-change. 

Evans; Sees some value in IJE but thinks it defines the outcomes 
too narrowly. Role of Commission is to set the agenda for 

Y p,ailanthro!I for the next 2 ae"c'a.des. Don It put all ern~hasls on 
impl@mtnta on. Need t o present broad issues t o t e J ewis h 
commun ty. Commission should continue, not end with IJE. 

Gottschalk: Mechanism needed but concerned about complexity of 
:I/ ii. .__. 

Corson: 11He believes that Seymour knew before the Commission was 
organized what kind of follow-up mechanism should be developed. " 
While there is a need !or a mechanism to follow up on findings of 

2 
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'I.IL the Commission, shouldn't establish a new agency. AssitfL the job 
~ to JESNA. commission's major contribution will be in ~ report 

1.€ produces. 

Field: Focus on implementation is p remat~e ; critical issue now 
is the product. A "good i dea" l s cruc ial to bringing about 
change - implementation follows naturally. cautioned against 
starting another organization. Energy shou ld be put into t he 
product, not into the "build i ng". ~J Greenberg: Why can't consortium ot existing agenci es play role 

""' of IJE? Why not give money to JESNA to be t he think tank? If a 
new entity is created, it shouldn't be t oo big . 

Ingall: M stake to focus solel 
needed is v & on to insp re peop e. 

What is 

Schipper: Doesn't have faith in national initiative; thinks that 
initiatives must c ~me !rorn l ocal leve l , esp . !rom congregations. 

Schorsh: caution a ga inst someth ing t oo c omplex and too 
expensive. 

Tishman : National mec hanis m i s a great i dea which should become 
an arm ot J ESNA; we s hou l d use t he i r adm1nfst ra€ i v e 
infrast ructure. 

t( Yanowitz: Bef9ra we begin demonstrating or i~lement ing 1 we have 
Ill to assess the problem. Commissioners have o t a Ik i t through . 

Federation 11 a key play1r in bri nging about 0hang1 

Appleby: Fed can negotiate with existing instit utions ; Fed is 
focus of fund ing 1 the GA could be used as c ommunication 
instrument. 

Berman: .Don 't create new local mechanisms; use exi st ing . Fed has 
to be t he negotiat or; key to r unning community act i on siteS:-

Greenberg: Don ' t under estimate the difficulty o f c oordinating 
local agencies . 

Hirschhorn: We have very little by way of eva l uation t o guide 
federations in givi ng grants . 

Maryles: Fed is definitely key i n NY but coul d var y f r om c ity to 
city. . 

Ri tz: CJF is largely paying lip-servi ce t o t opi c of education; 
it's too busy with other things. But on l ocal level federation 
can take leaders h ip. Feds s hould be the conve ners , staffers , 
etc. 
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Schiff: Fed, BJEs, congregations will have to work together. 

Schipper: Fed is not the key; congregations and BJEs are. 

National Mechanigm i1 needed 

P . 5 / 11 

Appleby: Teacher training can't be done locally, but don't leave 
local lay leaders out of the picture - initiate a process that 
gets them excited. 

Berman: national initiative needed for identifying, coordinating 
local programs, provide opportunities for innovation and 
expansion. 

Dubin: Need something practical at end of commission's li!e that 
will provide funds and keep commissioners involved - "seed" 
communities with new ideas, provide resources, planning. Mone~ 
will differentiate IJE trom JESNA or JWB. 

Field: Does see a role for a national / local partnership. 
Local ideas could be enriched and disseminated by a local entity. 

Maryles: High visibility is needed; could stimulate local 
leaders, but shouldn't be too big. Strong lay leadership needed. 

Schiff: Quality of what happens on a national level is dependent 
on what happens at local level. National mechanism's job is to 
develop plans, validate them, demonstrate them , replicate them. 

Schorsch: National effort needed for recrui tment and training; 
roles of nationa l insti tutions ( such as JTS) will be very 
important. 

Shapiro: High profile, dramatic start i s needed . 

Yanowitz: Will JESNA's new endowment f und - the goal is t~ raise 
$10 million - compete with the Commission? The needs 1.n the 
field are so great that competiti on would not be an issue. If 
the Commission concentrates on personnel and community, then 
JESNA might concentrate on programmatic areas. 

pemonstration Site 

Appel by: Criteria should be interest of local university, 
strength of community, ability to raise matching funds. 

Arnow: Likes the idea of each denomination developing its own 
philosophy of education to carry out in a demonstration site. 

Bieler: Believes in power of demonstrations implemented by the 
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best people working together, but that power cannot be 
disseminated through normal channels. Need to spell out exactly 
what we want to create. Need to asseml:>le a team to do best 
practice research. Use excellence in private school education as 
a model. 

Berman: Would xnake sense only if built on what is currently 
working in the field. Need to look at best practice. Excellence 
in the community is criteria for choosing it as a site. Matching 
funds also a criteria. 

Bronfman: Impact of Israel 
strengthened i! incorporated 
demonstration site. 

Experience programs would be 
into school curriculum in a 

crown: Before beginning demonstration site need to do best 
practice search and let the foundations "do their thing". 
Commission's job is to market/diffuse information on best 
practice, 

Evans: surprised to hear about such specific implementation 
goals. Warned against undertaking it unless there was $10 
million/year for it. Suggested balance between broad issues and 
a demonstration site. 

Gottschalk: Rabbis must play a r ole - but rabbis' training as 
educators is weak. 

Green: Favors the "multiple demonstration center approach". 
Local person s hould be hired to run the center; local agencies 
and Jewish college should support it: people from other 
communities should be brought in as interns; develop outreach for 
national visibility. Build powerful models through 
concentration of resources and talents. 

A) Greenberg: Where will the educators !or demonstration sites come 
l~ from? 

Ingall: Model is a good one but don't undere~timate t h e 
individuality of communities. Also, different communities will 
need a bank to draw on ! or financing adaptations. serious search 
for best practices is needed; don't need to invent everything 
anew. Concentration on only one community would be artificial: 
overwhelming influx of resources to one community would make 
other communities feel distant. Favors a less centralized 
approach. 

Lainer: Before undertaking demonstrations, must do best practice 
study. 

Lamm : Interested in the possibilities for training personnel in 
demonstration sites. Commission should immediately undertake 
best practice program t o see what works. 

Lee: Educ ators should help build them. 
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Lipsett: Interested in how it would provide personnel for 
supplementary. school. 

Lookstein: criteria should be openness to new ideas, excellence. 

Maryles: Don't choose N.Y - it's too big! 
Ritz: Local demonstration site will only be effective if a 
national element is introduced. E.G. Training should be done 
nationally and in Isr~~1. 

Schiff: Criteria should be ability to bring about change (NY has 
the necessary resources!) 

Schipper: Rabbi must be active; fed has to be supportive. 

Schorsh: Danger of planning improvements through existing 
personnel; need new blood. 

Twersky: Very interested in demonstration site. 
should be searched for and rewarded. 

Best practice 

Zeldin: Dissemination of good programs is crucial but is not 
done well. Need coordinators who have the specific task or 
disseminating successful programs. 

Exa1uation ot projeot1 is important 
Appelby: projects have to be c onsistent with mi1udon of 
Commission; JESNA , JWB could play a role in screening projects. 

Arnow: Evaluation is a sensitive issue; has to be done by 
special people who won't make programs feel defQnsive. 

Berman: JESNA, J WB should play role in monitoring, evaluation of 
programs - don't want the natl mechanism (ii) to be the 
policeman. 

Evans: Evaluation is a complicated process; can't make people 
feel defensive. 

Greenberg: Qualitative judgements have to be made. 
off mediocre existing structures. 

Don't pay 

Hirschhorn : Evaluation is needed to guide federations in giving 
grants. Interested in research evaluation goal-setting. 

Rosenthal: Program impact needs to be measurable if it is to 
serve as model for another cownunity. 
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Personnel 

Bieler: Don't let time run out! 
practice; need task forces. 

Need to develop vision, best 

crown: Suggested locking into the Golden Apple Award -
Foundation for Excellence in Teaching. 

Greenberg: Suggests developing and sustaining 100 new educators 
through fellowships, nurturing network. 

Hirschhorn: Profession-building is a key challenge for the 
Commission . 

Ingall: Break personnel down into its components and search for 
specific communities already working on solutions to component 
problems. IJE could help develop these endeavors, could become 
the demonstration projects. IJE would set the standards and 
goals. IJE could give national recognition to a community's 
specific expertise (e.g. teacher induction ) - could have 
influence on other communities . 

Lamm: We must get going on personnel! He's impatient for 
results. 

Lee: Task force on personnel needed. 

Ritz: commission will have to think about what training 
resources are available nationally and in Israel. The 
denominations training programs nead to be strengthened. She 
suggested a consortium of training ?rogra rns. Educators in Judaic 
studies Depts. of universities should be a pproached to join 
Jewish education . 

Jlu~tmL11al . .!Ul'11; 14 i!h~uld foeus en ~1'!.is issua, nood to got down 
to the basic questions . 

Schorsh: Commission should make a direct attempt to recruit 
several hundred educators over the next 5-10 years, train them 
adequately, etc. 40 new people a year could have significant 
impact. Commiss ion should also be directly occupied with 
increasing qualified personnel for federations and communal 
organizations. 

Shapir,o : still "fuzzy" on how to grapple with it. 

Twersky : Have to work with people on- the-job. concerned about 
the potential o! training institutions. Thinks the departments 
of Judaica i n universities could do much in this area. 

Yanowitz: JESNA is committing more and more time to the issue of 
personnel . 

Zeldin: His temple's model: substantial grants for training, 
sending teachers to Israel, etc. 
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community 
"' Greenberg: CI.AL does work in building community leadership; 

Jlfl concerned about duplication. 

Ritz: This commission's endorsement of education will, in 
itself, attect the climate or the community. 

Pro;ram,matics 
Ackerman: Need to build rationale about Jewish continuity 
through early childhood day care. 

Arnow: Parent education, Hebrew are important. 
central to any Jewish identity. 

Israel is 

Evans: Important to address the unaffiliated. Media should be 
given attention. Interested in impact of yordim. 

Hirschhorn: Wants to know how much can be done in supplementary. 
schools. Thinks that successful supplementary. schools should be 
studied as examples for replication. 

Lamm: Develop day high schools. 

Lipsett: Don't leave out college agel 

Ritz: JWB Maximizing report has led to a new dialogue between 
formal and informal education. 

Schulweis: Need tor personnel training in family education. He 
has developed a model for training congregation members to be 
family educators - a para-rabbinics program. 

Zeldin: Family camps are a promising new idea. 

;f // FUnding 

Berman: $5 million/year for 5 years should be raised tor a 
national mechanism but local communities should rai se matching 
funds. 

Bronrrnan: 
package. 

Funders should get together to discuss the total 
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Corson: Wexner Foundation won't support an IJE, but it would 
support a JESNA department for the same purpose. Very touchy 
about the subject of financial support - didn't promise to 
finance the Commission's findings. 

Crown: Interested in input from Commission for the work of his 
foundation; thinks other foundations are equally interested in 
that. Thinks one of the roles of the Commission is to stimulate 
funders and foundations. Thinks a meeting of the funders would 
be useful . 

Evans: 
IJE. 

No chance of raising a national fund of $50 million for 

!rny tunders will be looking toward MAF as 
expected. 

guide to what is 

Greenberg: MAF should make clear its commitment to fund new 
initiatives in one area and convince other foundations to choose 
different areas, 

Maryles: The national mechanism should be a catalyst and idea 
exchange but not a money exchange. Let people help themselves; 
don't let the IJE become a self-serving enterprise. 

Shapiro: IJE will have to be funded ae a joint venture of 
~Pver~l foundat iona r communities; can 't come up with tha money 
(UJA campaigns are suffering). 

Tishman: So many UJA campa i gns are down - federation funding 
will be a problem. 

Zeldin: Foundr.t ions and f ederations s hould subvent costs of 
Jewish education for f ami lies. Cost i s ke eping kids away from 
day schools. 

June 14 

Arnow: In favor of small group discussions ... round particular 
topics. 

Beiler: Go back to the enabling options and spell them out 
concretely. 

Berman: Wants small groups; need to come to some sort or c losure 
on strategy . 

Col~an: Too long b8tween contacts. Should circulate papers 
be{ore meetings. and invite feed~ack . Suggests setting dates for 
all remaining meetings. Last mtg. (writing the report) should be 
t wo days long. 

Dubin: Should present specific problems and strategies for 
solutions - models being used (e . g. scholar in residenc e at JCCs ) 
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Commissioners must have a role in the development of the 
strategy. 

Evans: Emphasis of mtg. should not be ii, rather on specific 
ideas (e.g. pension rund for educators, national endowment fund, 
etc.). Impatient to get to specific programs. Interested in 
participating in small group on evaluation with Hirschhorn, 
Arnow. 

Greenberg: Focus of mtg. should be strategies. Need to convince 
other foundations to do their share. 

Hirschhorn: Interested in participating in small group on 
research or on supplementary. school. Willing to speak at mtg. 

Lainer: Mtg. must deal with content of proposals on personnel, 
not just process. 

Lookstein: In favor o! small group discus&ions. 

Schiff: Goals for meeting should be to get commissioners excited 
and to create preconditions for financial support of potential 
funders. In favor of small groups, ending with some kind of 
consensus on where we want to go, who the clients will be, 
structure tor tunding. 

Tishman: Need a focused discussion to excite commissioners; need 
specific ideas on personnel and community. Favors small groups. 

121n9m,inations 
Corson: Splits in organizational functioning of all three 
denominations - will probal:>ly have a negative effect on 
denominations being helpful in carrying out commission's 
programs. E.g. Anything recommended by HUC will be ignored 
by UAHC. 

Gottschalk: Everything is fine ; no action needed, 

Hirschhorn: Interested in the Reform movement. 

Lee: Concerned about denominations. 

Zeldin: Believes they have little role to play beyond producing 
materials. Education is not their priority. 
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Attached, for your information, is a summary of a meeting between Ismar 
Schorsch and Annette Hochstein on July 2. 
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THE COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA 

TOWARDS THE FOURTH MEETING OF THE COMMISSION 

INTBRVIEW OF COMMISSIONER 

1. COMMISSIONER: DR. ISMAR SCHORSCH 

2. INTERVIEWER: ANNETTE HOCHSTEIN 

3. DATE: JULY 2, 1989 

4. SETTING: SHOKEN LIBRARY, JERUSALEM 

5. DURATION: 1 HOUR 

6. SPIRIT: VERY INVOLVED, POSITIVE AND INTERESTED 

7. SUMMARY: 

The purpose of the meeting was to debrief about the meeting of 
June 14, and to consult on next steps. 

1. Dr. Schorsch thought that the third meeting of the Commission 
was surprisingly good and moved the Commission nicely forward. He 
noteei, the fact t hat QVery meeting moved u s forward, none was 
repetitious. Th e gro up discussions WGr e very fruitful. The 
structure was good ; t he content was good . 

2. The two foci of the Conuuil5sion (whi ch I . S. related to as 
personnel - national 1 community-local) are good and balance well 
national/ local n eeds, a nd programmati c / e na b ling needs. 

3. I. S. shared t he !ol lowing v i s ion f o r t he o u tcome of t he 
Commission: 

A. A mutual fund for Jewish education ought to be set up. It 
should pool the resources that are around the table and create a 
$100 million fund for Jewish education in North America. The fund 
ought to be creat~d before projects are launched . 

B. A foundation should be set up, to be the agency that will 
preside over the funds. This foundation should help fund both 
existing quality programs and new programs. I n addition to 
funding these, the !oundation should be proactive - \o/hile 
allowing for local creativity. (I.S. elaborated on the dangers of 
a top-down program, or on a program that would only involve 
innovation: the foundation should help what exists, but it is 
quite conceivable that it should also stimulate creativity . I t 
should not exert pressure from above, but rather respect the 
local and national institutions.) When we discussed this further, 
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we agreed that the !oundation should also be a mechanism for 
coordinating, runding, initiating, monitoring, giving 
professional assistance to programs. 

There is no foundation, in North Altlerica, devoted primarily to 
Jewish ~ducation. 

C. The ~ommunity action sitos should be pursued they are a 
good idea . The initial steps should involve asking communities to 
prepare clearly articulated proposals. The criteria by which to 
judge these proposals should include: their replicability, their 
potential national impact, their breaking down denominational 
lines, etc. 

4. T~ere are very many good ideas in the field: funding and 
resources are lacking. 

5. The role of the J.T.S.A.: r.s. pointed to t he large number 
of graduate students currently enrolled in the education program 
(75). He credited this to the increased availability of 
scholarships (both the Wexner Foundation's grants and a 
scholarship tund of $1 million set up at the Seminary, have 
allowed to grant good fellowships to people aiming to work in day 
school&). He believes that the Seminary is gearing up towards 
dealing with the starring needs of the Solomon Schechter Day 
school network and thinks they can do so. He spoke of the 
determination to create a school ot Jewish oducation at the 
Seminary, making it a third professional school of equal standing 
in the institution. H8 shared some thoughts about how this would 
be done . 

6. Recruitment for training is in his view not a real problem, 
if adequate funding is available. Indeed, there is today a lot of 
idealiarn among young people -- whose environment has been 
saturated with material wealth. He sees potential pools among 
cantorial students, rabb i nical students and women in the 
rabbinate. 

7. The denominational issue: r.s. baliev~s that at this point 
it is too late to bring th8 denominational commissions into the 
process. He believes that when resources will be made available, 
they will join. In the Conservative movement relationships are 
not too complicated. I told I.S. that MLM might come to consult 
with him on the issue. 

8. The next meeting of the Commission: The collective 
deliberation must be brought soon to closure -- one or two more 
mee tings should au(!ice. 

October 4: he asks that the date be checked with his office as 
soon as possible. Ask& that the meeting not take place at HUC 
because the roadwork make access extremely difficult. 

On the whole, I.S. sounds very positive towards the work of the 
Co<lllni&sion. 
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